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CHAPTER T 

THTRODUCTION 

Yor nineteen hundred years the Christian Cinurch has been active in 

the world. Ons of the factors which this Church kas always emphasized is 

the peculiar nature of ite theology -= that 1t 1s not the thoughts or fa- 

brications of the minds of men, but that it was conceived in the mind of 

God Himself, and brought to men through the direct intervention of His Son 

in the history of the world. But although the theology of the Church is 

above the world, the mon and women of the church are in the vorid, and as 

such theiz lives are directly in?luenced by the history of the world. The 

purpose of this study is to consider te what extent the thinking of the 

men Of this world influenced the theology that claimed to come from the 

next world. More specifically, this study eius to determine to what ex- 

tent the religicus thoughte of mn, as expressed in the mystery religions, 

influenced the theology and practice of Christianity. By mystery religions 

is meant those forms of religious expression which flourished in the Graeco- 

Roman world especially during the four centuries on either side of the birth 

of Christ. The word "mystery" as here used does not necessarily connote 

thet which is mysterious. It refera rather to that which cannot be mown 

or coimrehended except by one who has been initiated into certain rites, 

irea in 
and which canmct be learned ane by revelation of one who is : Saree, 

possession of this religions? 

    

IWeury Sheldon Mystery Religions and the Hey Testauent (iNew Yoriz 
Abinggon Press, ose Dp. 9-10.
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The problem of the relationship of the mystery religions to Christi- 

anity is no mere academic question. While the commn laymn has very likely 

never heard of the mystery religions he at least has been indirectly influ- 

enced by thoughts which these religions have provoked. The entire modern 

school of liberal criticiom is based to a greater or lesser degree upon the 

thesis that Christianity was merely an outgrowth of the nystery-religions, 

one which evolved to a higher degree to be sure, but one which nevertheless 

borrowed most of its theological content and form Girectly from the mystery 

religions. It is this writer's opinion that such a belief is too fre- 

quently accepted with less than a fair examination of the facts. 

Tu making this study, the writer will attempt to compare Christianity 

to the entire mystery religion movement, but it would be imossible to con- 

sider all the varieties of beliefs and practices of all the mystery reli- 

gions. For this reason, he has selected Mithraism as representing the best 

that was in the mystery religions. Mithraism vas mst like Curistianity, 

and for this reason, was in the best position to influence Christianity. 

Many of the other mystery religions vere by their very obscene and lewd 

nature abhorred by the Christian Church, and therefore unable to influence 

ite Mithraism however countered the good lives of the Christians with the 

Good lives of its own devotees, and for this reason the influence of Mith- 

raism is given special consideration. 

  

2enis opinion is expressed in its mst radical form by Kersey Graves, 
The World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors (New York: Peter Eckler Publishing 
Co. 9 Ce 1075 e
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Although a considerable amunt of literature has been written about 

the mysteries in recent years 2 the original sources on which any inform- 

tion can be based are very limited. One reason for this is the extreme 

secrecy to which the initiates into the mysteries vere pleagea.* While 

80me information is given by the church fathers, it must be remembered 

that this information is usually contained in an apologetic attack agpinst 

the mysteries, and therefore may not always be historically accurate. ‘The 

Problem is further complicated by the fact that the characteristics of the 

various uystery religions changed from time to time. There were definite 

material and formal changes within the cults, and syncretiom with other 

cults. Thus the mystery religions were in a constant state of flux, and 

what was true of one cult in one era » was not necessarily true of the same 

cult ina different era. 

Some pertinent writings from the period of the mysteries do exist 

however. Most of these are scattered writings written about the mysteries 

by outside observers. Around the begiuning of this century there was dis- 

covered in Egypt what appears to be the 2iturgical writings of one of the 

uystery religions.” Albrecht Dieterich, who discovered these papyri, be- 

lieves they come from at least the beginning of the fourth century. Be- 

  

3the first major comprehensive study of Mithraism was mde at the be- 
Gimning of this century by Franz Cumont in his two volumes of Textes et 
muuments fipures relatifs aux teres de Mithrae The present writer en- 

ployed two authorized translations of this work, as noted in the biblio~ 
graphy. 

4geamel Angus, The Mystery Re and Christianity (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, Tes) > pe 78 soc 

*Albrecht Dieterich, Eine Mithrasliturgie, third edition by Otto 
Weinreich (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1923). 

Srpia., De 46. 
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cause he believes they represent Mithraic ideas and expressions, he has 

called this body of writings "Eine Mithrasliturgie." While the documents 

are undoubtedly authentic, not all scholars agree that they represent Mith- 

vaic teachings, but that they merely reveal the thoughts of some Egyptian 

school of nystics.! Dieterich himself presents some convincing proofs in 

favor of his theory, hovever.° In addition to this_Mithrasliturgie, there 
ere a considerable number of bas-reliefs, inscriptions on temples, chapels, 

and tombstonese A few fragments of poetry sometimes give scanty inform- 

tion about the mystery religions. 

Tn recent years a considerable amount of emphasis has been placed on 

the writings of a certain Hermes Trismegistus. Frequently know as the 

"Hermetica",9 these writings embrace a collection of brief discourses by 

Greek and Roman philosophers about theological subjects. The exact date 

of all of these writings has never been determined, although it seems ap- 

parent that all of them were in existence by about 310 A.D.22 wnile these 

writings provide valuable background mterial by furnishing insights into 

the uind of the Hellenic world, they did not specifically refer to the 

  

7 ; 
Gordon Iaing, Survivals of Roman Religion, Vol. XXV of Our Debt to 

Greece and Rome (lew York: Longmans, Green and Cos, ¢-1931), pe 2200 

d. Gresham Machen, The Origin of Paul's Religion (New York: Phemil- 
jan Co., ¢.1921), De oh. 

Shieterich, op. clt., pp. 30f- 

Mernetica, translated by Walter Scott (Oxford: Clerendon Press, 
192 

rpia., Ty Se
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uystery religions, nor give any precise information concerning them. For 

this reason, no arguments in this thesis are based upon the statements of 

these writings. 

In order to present the necessary amount of background informtion, 

this study first describes the origins of the mystery religions y ond then 

gives a brie? description of several representative examples of mystery 

religions, with Mithraiom being portrayed as the highest development of 

these mysteries. Therevpon the actual corflict between Mithraion and 

Christianity tc described, a conflict largely of tdeas which were cut- 

wardly similar, but which in mst cases Involved inner differences. The 

fimal downfall of Mithraicn and with 1t the other mysteries, and the vic- 

torlous establishment of Christianity concludes the study 

Zt should be stated that the writer approaches this entire problen 

from the Christian viewpoilnte He mikes no apologies for this. Tt is his 

conviction that the only viewpoint which can truly do justice to history 

is this Christian viewpoint, for he feels that all history, religious and 

secular, ultimately revolves about the visible entry that Christ once mde 

into history, when He ectablished the Church which today still bears His 

  

  

 



  

CHAPTER II 

THE AGE OF THE MYSTERIES 

Rise of Mystic Tendencies 

As one looke at the mijor religious systems active tn the world today, 

he is able, without too mich research, to determine the emct or approxi- 

tate date of their origins, and in mny cases elso, to designate a certain 

individual as the real or nominal founder of that religion. The sam can- 

not, however, be said of the mmny and varied religious systems and move- 

ments commonly referred to as the mystery religions. The fact of the mt- 

ter seens to be that the mystic tendencies which eventually developed into 

the mystery religions are almost ac old as mn himself. Man, by his very 

creation, was equipped with the capacity to Imow God. By his fall into 

sin, tan lost this image of God, and therewith lost also the complete mow 

ledge of God that had once been his. But the mystical tendencies implanted 

in man were never lost, even though they were divorced from their true cen- 

ter--fron their Creator. The story of how these mystical tendencies, after 

the true knowledge of Cod had grow dim, began to develop into definite re- 

ligious systems ic an interesting one. It is one which we can investigate, 

but probably never entirely solve. 

Several explanations for the basic origins of the mystery religions 

have been advanced. Some scholars hold that the mystery religions had ba- 

Sically vegetztive origins.~ Since man was so dependent upon mature, either 

  

  
Jgenry Sheldon Religions and the Hey Testament (New York: 

Abingdon Press, ecigeye De ae 
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for food for his flocks or for harvest for himelf, his entire life, and 

therefore his spiritual devotion also, was centered in the caprices of na- 

ture, whether favorable or evil. It has also been suggested that the nys- 

tery religions had their origin in mm's observation of the heavens » par- 

tleularly of the sun and mon.“ Among all the uncertainties of his print~- 

tive life, man could almys be sure of this one thing, that every mrning 

there would arise in the sky vhat appeared to him to be a great ball of 

fire, bringing light to his path, and warmth to his body. With regret he 

watched 1t sink in the opposite sky at the close of day, yet all the while 

certain that in the morning 1+ would return. While the sun was hidden, 

there were lesser lights, notably the mon, and behind it myriads of dazz- 

ling lights, each of which seemed to be alive and in some way even interest- 

ed in the mn below. In time, mn began to observe that there was not only 

& cycle contained in each day, but alco one which spread over many dayse 

He noticed how at regular intervals the sun would appear lower on the hori- 

On, at which time the days would be shorter, the nights cooler. But even 

anidst this discomfort, he kmew from experience that the day would come 

when the sun would arise corlier, when 1t would remin in the sky longer, 

until eventually its peth would be almst directly overhead. 

A third explanation for the origins of the mystery religions, is that 

they grew out of man's close association with the facts of Me and deaths 
Ever since man had begun bis work of caring for the earth in which he had 

  

“same Angus, The iachory, Sea ons and Christianity (New York: 
Charles Scritner's Son, c-1925), De e 

3Ibid. 9 De 3.



been placed, he had witnessed the miraculous wey in which he was carrying 

Out the command to repopulate the earth. In a way which he could not m- 

derstand, his childsen were born before his very eyes, his flocks increosed, 

even the wlld beaste, the birde, and the fish continued to miltiply. New 

iiZe brought him joy, but for every joy there was a corresponding sorrow, 

as he faced the uystery of death. Sometimes ravaging beasts brought cruel 

death to his ficeks, but sometimes the mere accumlation of the years tock 

its toll. Why could he not continue to Mve, he wondered. Thus the m- 

mentous occasions of the begiming and end of life mst have loomed very 

large in man's thinking. 

if the origin of the uystery religions is to be related to any of 

the above mentioned factora, it is probably mst correct to say that 212 

three factors concurred in formating in mn's mind the thoughts which 

Gventually led to the mystery religions. For as mn pondered the acts of 

nature, the mtion of the heavens, an@ the mysteries of life and death, 

he could not help but notice a definite relationship between them. He no- 

ticed that his oun life and death, and that of his animis, was directly 

related to the forces of mature. Plants also grew ani died. Only if a 

seed died could it grow into a new plant. Plant life hd to be taken to 

maintain the i2%e of animils. He also noticed in mny cases ea chrondlogi- 

Cal volationship between the forces of nature and the mysteries of life 

and deathe As the plants withered and died under the cold blasts of win- 

ter, 59 tco the frailest animis of his Plocke also died during these 

timese he same warm sun which ripened his msager crop of grain aiso 

@ave strength to his animic. As man learned to watch the heavens mre 

closely, he saw that even the rest of the universe seemed to act in syn-
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pathy with hic inmediate life. He noticed that certain stars and constel- 

jations occupied sinilar positions at reguier intervals. He learned that 

the varying lengths of the days were directly related to the climte aromd 

’ him. The incomprehensible movement of the heavens only added to the entire 

uystery of being, a feeling which we today with our scientific instruments, 

cannot fully sense or appreciate. But 2% must also be remenbered that 2n 

all the actions of nature, of the universe and of his own life ané death, 

man undoubtedly realized that he was doing more than simply observing a 

Strange drama. For man himself was intimtely related to the wonders he 

beheld. As he saw the recurring death and subsequent rebirth of nature, 

he must have wondered whether he too could look forward to a similar hope 

Undoubtediy he interpreted the alterations of winter and spring, of sun- 

set anid cunrise, to mean that he too, though his bodily functions would 

cease, would in some vay continue to exist. Although he was very likely 

Given this imowledge at his creation, thie memry vas probably dimmed, or 

at ieast severely distorted, so that he wes no longer certain of just what 

the future held in store for hin. 

T% has been suggeated that there were four stages in the history of 

the nystery religions." The first stage waa one in which the mysteries 

were not formally organized systems of belief, limited to the initiated, 

but merely the consensus of the myBtic beliefs of an entire people. These 

luystic beliefs were, for the peopie concerned, their religion. This theory 

Seems to be substantieted by the well~imown fact that there are no people 

on earth, even among the mest primitive tribes, who are entirely devoid 

  

hepaa., De Lh.
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of religious thought. For man, by his very creation as a being dependent 

upon God, is religious. The second stage in the development of the nys- 

tery religions was probably one in which these ancient mystic tendencies 

took on more definite forms, became associated with definite rmatural, phy- 

Sical, or estronomical phenomena, and were contered around certain aivine 

or senivhumn beings. 

The third stage of development was one in which the mysteries becans 

the religion of the private associations, as separate from national reli- 

Gions which my have been of mre ancient origin. It was in this forn 

that the mystery religions spread to the Hellenic world. This does not 

mean that the devotees of these cults refused to worship the deities of 

the established religions, but their own mysteries provided them with en 

additional (and to them, probably a mre meaningful) way of religious ex- 

pression. Since the upper classes of society mre or less frowned upon 

these cults that hed come from the orient, and were thus basically non- 

Greek, the mystery religions attracted mstly the lower classes of society. 

A large percentage of their devotees consisted also of foreigmers, mst 

of whom had origimlly been drafted from the very lands in which these 

cults originated, to serve in the Greek ani Roman armies.” During this 

third stage of development, the general attitude of the ruling authori- 

ties was one of disfavor.° The fourth stage of development therefore be- 

Gins with the reign of Caligula who personally dedicated a temple to Isis 

  

2galomon Reinach, Cults, Myths and Religions (Iondon: David Nutt Coe, 
c.1912), De 16h. 

Gme cult of the Mhgm Mater, however, still retained its prestige. 
Angus y Cpe Cite, Pe us,
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around 40 A.D. During this period, the mystery religions enjoyed the 
sanction of the inperial government. Under the Flavian emperors,® the 

uystery religions became almmst universally accepted, and then under the 

Syrian emperors, they were raised to the level of state religions.? This 

acceptance was largely attributed to the support that the mystery cults 

gave to the absolutiem of the Caesars.”? the only difZerence between the 

tysteries as state religions, ani the original state religions of Greece 

and Rome, wes that in the latter man entered automtically by birth, but 

in the former, the falthful were received only by initiation. And thus, 

what had once been naturalistic and mystic inclémtions in the minds of 

  

  

ancient people, became organized cults which were formally recognized and 

accepted by a large percentage of the Graeco-Roman world. 

Distinctive Features of the Mystery Religions 

General Features Common to the Mystery Religions 

Before outlining the distinctive features of some of the mystery re=- 

ligions, 1% may be well to atate the general characteristics commn to 

elmst all of the mystery religionse The mystery religions directed then- 

Selves primarliy to the individual, not to the masses." Yor this reason, 

  

Tzpaa. 

Svespagian, Titus, and Domitian, 69-96 A.D. 

Pangus y Spe cite, De Lk. 

Wgemus1 Dill, Roman Society from Nero to Marcus Aurelius (New York: 
MacMilian and Coe, GelG05), De Olte 

  

angus, Oe Cite, pe 186.   L . § 
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One could not be considered a member of the cult unless he had been initi- 

ated into it. Whereas one could easily hold nomiml membership in any of 

the state religions without being personally ana intimtely involved in 

the worship and practice of such religtons, the mystery religions involved 

@ personal commitment. By thus becoming an initiate into the mysteries, 

the individual could mre or Jess sever his ties with the rest of society. 

He now belonged to somathing which had no respect for social or political 

standings A slave could worship beside his moter, a soldier along with 

his commndor. 

The mysteries did not deal merely with mn as a lone individual, but 

rather as an individual in a relationship to a deity. The mystery reli- 

Gions aimed to effect a reconciliation between God and mane They have, 

for this reason, been called “religions of salvation.” As a result of 

the conquests of Alexander the Great, and his attempts to umify the thought 

and culture of East and West, there came into the West a growing sense of 

Gin and evil, a factor which had long been a basic principle of oriental 

religions, particularly since the rise of Zoroastriantem.73 The western 

world not only looked at this concept of sin in an objective manner, but 

very rapidly realized that it’s own standard of mrais was at en extremly 

low ebb. Hesides the more commn sins of the darkened streets or of the 

market place, there was the daily treachery that delivered up anyone-- 

father, mother, soldier or Caesar--for a price. Daily Mfe had become 

  

12chael Rostovtzeff, Mystic Italy (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 
C1927), Be 236. 

Sintra, ve 186 
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very uncertain, and there was distrust end scheming on every side. Men 

tried to find cortainty and security in witchereft, magic and sorcerys15 

As & result of man's efforts to find security, “wo religious trends de-~ 

veloped, those of Stoiciom end Epicureanisme The formr attempted to give 

tan steadfastness among all his insecurity by leading him to bear up under 

Suffering, exmtional fluctuations, and even under death. The latter pre= 

Sented man with a mre earthly and mterial view of life. But neither of 

these renlly solved the problem of sine Bhn therefore felt an ever in~- 

Creasing need for forgiveness. He had had enough of the gods of Olyny19 ‘ 

whose frailties mtched and sometimes even went beyond those of his fel- 

low-men. Men how felt the need for gods who were saviors, of gods who 

would bring them peace and holiness. 2° 

The mystery rel{gions offered gods who professed to bring calvation 

to those who were willing to become initiated. This salvation was pre- 

sented to be priuarily a hope for the future life. Both Plato and Sopho~ 

cles for instance, pictured the nystery religions es bringing e blissful 

after-life for the wystes, but a terrible future for the unttiated._7 

Thus the mystery religions appealed to man by threatening him with pmish- 

ment and encouraging him wlth promises of blessings. In addition to of- 

fering man hope beyond the grave, they also offered him in thio life, a 

closer apsociation with, and imowledge of God. Thus they proposed to 

  

hy very striking description of life in the Romn Empire io given by 
Gerhard Unlhorn, The Conflict of Christianity wlth Heathenism, edited and 
translated Bxbert Suith and Ce de Ropes (Lew York: vies Scribner's 
Sons, cel879 9 PRe S2P2. 

Stmus, Alexander the Great, immediately won reaching Babylon, con- 
sulted the Chaldned. Angus, Ops cite, pe Sie 

e Re Giover of fon in Ber. rondont peepauavers Me Sontlich of Religion, tn the Barly Ronen Raptze 
Victtea by Angus, op» cite, pe 53e 
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satisfy man's desire for the knowledge of goa. 18 

  

A third distinctive feature of the mystery religions was that they 

aimed to present a sacramental dram, ?? similar to what we today call a 

passion play, but not nearly so elaborate. This does not mean that the 

entire dram: was always enacted, but the entire symbolism and ritual was 

generally designed to direct the worshipper to a part or all of this sac- 

red dram, in which the delty suffered in mn's behal?, tn order that mn 

might have comnion with the deity and eternal 1ife.20   | Another characteristic feature of the mystery religions was their ex- 

: treme syncretism, a factor which makes the study of these cults very dif- 

ficult. This does not man simply that different forms of religious ex- 

pression were allowed within the came cult, or that varying doctrines were 

held, as is the case among mre liberal Christian groups today, but even 

different gods and goddesses were worshippeds There seemed to be no, or 

very little jealousy among the deities, and one temple might accommdate 

Worshippers of several different deitiese Ina Mithraeun~ at Ostia 3 mear 

Rome, various Italian and Greek deities were vorshipped together.“° Dis- 

coveries have also revealed that at Carmmtum in Pammonia, a Mithracun end 

a temple of Jupiter Dolichems adjoined each other."3 

  

18tp1a., De See 

Wrpid., De Soff. 

2h nature of this secremental dram was governed by the legend which 
had become associated with the deity. These legends are discussed below, be- 

Glinning at De 16. 

“14 meeting place of Mithraists. 

“2angus, ope Cites De 1926 

23rranz Cumont, The teries of Mithra, translated b ms Je 
McCormack (chicago: Sie Deer CoueE Publishing Company, c-1903), De 1786   i | 
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But such syncretion did not alarm the devotees of the mysteries as it 

would us today, because among them there was actually very little concern 

for theological doctrine. With the possible exception of Orphiem, ani to 

some extent Mithraism, there was very little concern for an intellectual 

appreciation of the religion that the mysteries attempted to foster. Arig- 

totie’s statement that 1t was ummeceseary for the initiated "to learn any~ 

thing, but to have their emtions stirred“ my have been an overstatement, 
but thie does indleate that theological instruction occupied at best a se- 

condary position. This lack of emphasia on education and overemphasis on 

emtions was a natural outgrowth of the attempt of the mystery religions 

to present a sacramental dram. Yor in this worship great stresa was placed 

On experiencing with the senses what the deity had done for umn, and how mn 

tight enter into commnion with the deity. This lack of doctrine also mde 

it possible for various types of people to feel at home in the mystery re- 

ligions. They did not have to be perticularly intelligent, and in som 

cases, notably in the mysterles of Cybele and Attis, they did not even have 

to be particularly virtuous. 

in order to see how these general features were expressed in specific 

uystery cults, ve shal2 consider the mysteries of Eleusis, of Cybele,”? 

and of iiithra. These three are chosen because they represent, respectively, 

a rather spizitual an? morally wholesome cult, a basically obscene cult, 

and the pinnacle of development among the mystery religions. In addition, 

numerous other mystery religions might be mentioned, the mst common of 

  

angus, Ope cites pe Go 

“Also referred to as The Great Mother of the Gods, or as Mhgma Mater.
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which were the cults of Orpheus, Dionysos, Isis-Osiris, Attics, and Adonis. 

With the exception of the first mentioned, all the others revolved around 

@ tasically immoral myth, usually a variation of the myth of Cyvele.75 

The Specific Features of the Bleusintan Myoteries picts acl uhdlesoyae . 

it would be difficult: to date exactly the origin of the Bleusinien 

mysteries, although 1+ 1s generally agreed that they were of quite ancient 

Origin. Their name is dertved from the fact that they were celebrated 

Mstly at Hleusis, a city a few miles from Athens. The basic myth behind 

this cult was as follows: One day, while picking flowers in the fiel4, 

Persephone was smatched away by Hades and taken to the underworld. Her 

mther, Demater, was so bereaved that she gave herself? to constant murn- 

ing and sorrowing for her lost daughter. Demeter, however, was the god- 

dess who gave blessings to fields and crops that they might produce and 

bear fruit.e As a result of Demeter's grief, the fields and crops left to 

themselves failed to producee When the earth produced no fruit, starva- 

tion threatened mankind. In order to save the world, Zeus interfered and 

arranged thet Persephone should spend only four months with Hades, and the 

remining eight months of the year with her mother, Demeter. Thus it was 

that while Persephone wac with her mther, mture was joyful and embied 

the ground to produce, but while Persephone was in the underworld, mture 

too, went into mourning. From this legend it is obvious thet the cult of 

Eleusis was originally agrarien. In time these rites took on a mre spiri- 

tual nature. Initiation into the mysteries of Eleusis thereupon demnided 
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& mre morally upright life in this world, and promised eternal life in the 

nexte Thus it is that an Eleusinian priest is recorded as saying, "Beauti- 

ful indeed is the mystery given us by the blessed gods; death is for mrtals 

no longer an evil, but a blessing. "=? 

There does not seem to have been any outstanding» rite practiced by 

the devotees of Eleusis. The emphasis, was:rather, on contemplation andiiat~ 

tempting to achieve commmion with the gods by. learning of the mysteries. 

The Eleusinien mysteries tims represented Jess of a materialistic emphasis, 

and were in general free from orgiastic or immoral forms of worship. 

The Specific Features of the Cult of Cybele 

The first orlental mystery religion to invade Italy proper was that 

of the fertility goddess of Anatolia, Cybele. Somewhere in her history 

she became identified with en Asia Minor deity Rhea, and thereby assumed 

the title, "Mpthersof the gods" or "Magnatiaters"@8 Her cult reached Rome 

at a time when the life of that city was in danger. Hamibsl was at the 

gates, and the people icoked for a new delty on whom they could depend. 

In 204 B.C», the black stone symbol of this cult was brought to Rom and 

set up in the temple on the Palatine.“? By a strange coincidence, Hannibal 

vas forced to return to Africa to meet Scipio Africanus, and almst the en- 

tire Roman populace rallied around this new goddess who they believed had 

delivered then. 
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The actual worship rites of thie cult probably represented the depth 

of orglastic devotion. They were the natural outgrowth of the legend which 

had grown around the goddess. Very briefly 1t was as follows: Cybele had 

been in love with another Asia Minor deity, Attics, but the latter proved 

unfaithful. To show his remrse, Attis wept under the pine tree, and ul- 

timtely enasculated himself. However, Cybele intervened, restored hin 

to life, and forgave him. This legend was re-enacted every year, particu- 

jJarly by the priests of the cult. In méddened frenzy they danced unier the 

‘trees cutting and mtilating themselves, symbolizing the suffering and | 
  

death of Attis. This sorrow suddenly turned to joy when it was announced 

that Attis had revived. Thereupon followed the Hilaria, a time when un- 

bridled celebrations were allowed with no regard for mral or social de- 

cency.29 

One of the peculiar rites of this cult was the teurobolium, a symbolic 

baptism in the bleod of a bull, by which the initiate believed himself to 

be rejuvenated and made an heir to immrtality. This rite, and the entire 

worship of the cult was particularly strong at Rome.?1 As a religio Mcita, 

this cult remained in Rome till the end of the fourth century. 

The Specific Features of iithraisn 

Mithraism can be traced back to Zoroastrianism, a religion which be- 

gan In eastern Persia around 1099 B.C. While Zoroastrianism was mich mre 
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strongly mnotheistic than other pagan religions of that time, it still al- 

towed for a number of other divine beings, both good and evil, in the forn 

of a hierarchy. To understand the position of Mithra himself, he mst there- 

form be considered in the light of the Zoroastrian hierarchy. At the head 

of that divine hierarchy was Infinite Time, who was later identified with 

the Greek Kronos. He is often represented by a winged figure with the head 

Of a fon, encircled by a serpent. The son of fimo fc Ahura Mazdas In 

practice, he was really the chief deity of Zoroastrianism, holding a posi- 

  

. tion comparable to that of the Greel: Zeus. But there was one other power, 

a deity in his own right, called Abriman, whose aim was to spread evil ) 

throughout the universe, and thus foil the good plans of Ahura Mazda. This 

very strong dualism is basie to Zoroastrianism, and was passed on to its 

successor Mithraiem, though it therewyon became slightly less emphasized.J- 

’ Withre himself was one of twenty-eight genii created by Ahura Mazda.33 

Officially he never lost this subordimte position, although in practice he 

was worshipped more than his superior, Ahura Mazda, who was considered too 

remote to be concerned with humn belngs. Thus for example, Darius Hystap- 

ses (4.285 B.C.) placed emblems of Ahura Mazda end Mithra in equal positions 

on a seulptured tablet above his tons.3 Likewise, Artaxerxes Mnemon 

(4-355 B.G.) placed an imge of Mithre in his temple, and prayed jointly 

to Mithra and Ahura Mazda.2? Uppernost in the minds of those who worshipped 
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Mithra was the regard for him as the deification of light, particularly of 

the sun.2° originally, hovever, Mithra did not hold this position. As 
One of the genii, he was merely a radiant god who emerged from the rocky 

muntains every mrning at dawn, and drove across the heavens with a tean 

of four white horses.97 

As a created being, Mithra was believed to have had a definite life 

of his om.39 though he was the created son of Ahura Mazda, he was gener- 

ally considered to be without mrtal mthere One day, in some grotto or 

cave, he issued froma stonee When he grew up, he fought with various pes- 

tilent creatures, amug them a divine bull, whose blood, when spilled upon 

the ground, rendered it fertile. In slaying this anim, Mithra was aided 

by his faithful. dog who pursued the bull. While the bull was actually be- 

ing killed, a scorpion was attacking its vital organs in en attempt to ssp 

the bull's energy before 1t could be used to revitalize the ground. After 

Slaying the bull, Mithra ascended into Heaven, to watch over his followers. 

This act of sinying the bull seems to have been considered the chief pur- 

pose for which Mithra vas borne For this reason, the mst commn represen~ 

tation of Mithra in bas-reliefs and other drawings is that of Mithra slay- 

ing the tull.-? Likewise, the mst commn object of devotion end conten- 

plation in Mithraes vas that of Mithra tauroctonos."? 
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The worshiy of Mithra as a god 2n his own right is of very ancient 

origin. A cuneiform: text, discovered at Pteriu, in the heart of Asia Minor, 

shows that about fourteen hundred years before Christ, certain Hittite 

tribes paid homage to Mithra, along with several other deities imorted 

from India.”2 one act that the name "Mithridates” vas in quite commn 

use as carly as G00 B.C. testifies to the early spread of Mithraism.”@ py 
500 B.C., tithra had his°own place:an the’ Persian 'Pantheon.3 

fo these carly references to Hithra mast be added the testimony of 

the sacred writings of Zoroastrianism, the Zend-Avesta.”* aithough Mithra 

is frequently referred to In the Zend-Avesta, the following quotations seem 

t© summyrize the references, and at the same tim iniicate the way in which 

the Zend-Avesta wanted the faithful to regard Mithra: 

We cacrifice wito Mithra, the lord of wide pastures, who is truth- 
Speaking, a chief in assemblies, with a thousand ears, wellestapen, 
with ten thousand eyes, high, with full knowledge, strong, slespless, 
and ever evale.85 

Again we read, 

We sacrifice unto Mithra, the lord of all countries, whom Ahura Mazda 
made the mst glorious of all the heavenly gods. So my Mithra and 
Atwra, the two great sods, come to ua ~ hel». We sacrifice unto 
the undying, shining, swift-horaed sume 
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Being a mystery religion, Mithraism possessed a very intricate sys~ 

tem of initiation. Seven grades of promtion were strictly adherea to. 

Although the rites comected with these degrees were to have been kept 

secret, we nevertheless do imow a few deteils about these degrees from 

Q letter of Sts. Jerome"? The names ascribed to these grades were: ra= 

ven, coraxs; secret one, nympbus; soldier, miles; lion, Jeo; Persian, Per- 

e553 sun-runner, Heliodroms and father, pater. The designation raven re- 

ferred to the bird through which Ahura thzda sent the message to Mithra 

that he should slay the divine bull. The secret one was probably thus 

designated because he was veiled, an‘ thus invisible to the rest of the 

assembly. dust what was involved in attaining the degree of soldier is 

told us by Tertullian, ac he admnishes his fellow Christiens: 

For to him (the soldier of Mithra) when he is initioted in a cavern, 
& verliable home of darimess, a crow is offered on a maked swoard, 
as if in parody of mrtyrdom; this then is placed on his head, and 
he is enjoined with his owm hand to lift it from his head and volun- 
tarily = transfer it to his showiders fgctering that Mithra is his 
crotme Thereafter he is never crownede 

Theee three grades, raver, secret one, and soldier, were preparatory grades, 

ani did not entitle the devotee to full commmion in the mysteries. He be- 

came a commmicant, eté{ovros only with the fourth grade, that of lion.49 

This was the grade to which the lower mystes looked forward, ani that pro~ 

bably explains why the grade of lion is the mst frequently mentioned in 

inscriptions, and so often depicted in drawings. When the mystic attained 

the grade of Persian, he donned the Phrygian cape The rank of Father was 
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the highest attaimable, except for the unique position of Pater Patrum, 

Which gave one priority even over the fathers. Cumnt holds that the 

titles of Pater and Pater Patrum were chosen from Greek political life, 

desigmiting comunity officers who held office until death.” 

Before the. common sen could enter into the mysteries of Mithra, he 

had to undergo a rigorous initiation. Various accounts of such initia- 

tions have come down to us, many no doubt exaggerated, even as pagan re- 

ports of early Christian activities were often Gistorted. The following 

descriptions”= of inttiatory rites seem to be quite well attested: The 

initiate, with eyes blinéfolded end hands bound, might be forced to pass 

through e flame, or in some cases, to svima river. Some initiates were 

asked to jump down froma cliff, although this could not have been done 

within the HMithraca as mst of them were too small for this. A relic? 

found at Heddernheim shows an initiate standing in the snow. There. also 

seems to be considerable eviderice that the neophyte was commelled either 

to observe, or take part in, a simulated murder, with the neophyte hin- 

self in mst cases serving as the "victime"9° When the neophyte was ini- 

tiated, and whenever he Iater advanced to higher degrees, he had to be 

baptized, usually with water.) 
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Tt seems to be a well established fact that Mithraism vas limited ex- 

clusively to miles. Wowhere, in the hundreds of Mithreic inscriptions that 

are extant, is eny mention mde of a female initiate or of a priestess.>* 

This exclucion of women is quite understandable. Yor one thing, Mithra- 

ism was to a large extent a religion of the army and of those comected 

with the army. Furthermre, the initiatory rites of Mithraism would have 

Proved to be too rigorous for womene The wives of those who had accepted 

Mithra usually joined the mysteries of Cybele or of Ieis. This accounts 

for the fact that in Ostia, near Rome, one of the four Mithraic temples 

practiced very close fellowship with a neighboring temple of Cybele.” 

Spreaé of the Mystery Religions 

Reasons for their Rapid Spread 

It has been said that “the repid anf amazing dissemination of Mith~- ~ 

raisn throughout the West remains one of the outstanding phenomenon of 

religious Exopogandas Po” Yarious reasons have been given in an attemt 

to offer an expiamtion for this amzing spread of Mithraism, and for that 

miter, of the other mystery religions as well. To fully understand this 

development, i% is necessary to consider the conditions in the areas to 

vhich Mithraism was spreedinge Here three min factors become importante 

The Pelopormesian War in Greece?! mrked the end of the wonderful cilty- 
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state system that had been developed in the Mediterranean world. The col- 

Japse of this syetem meant also the collapse of the religion of the gods 

of the Pantheon that had so Jong been associated with the polis. Because 

the state religions had so closely allied themselves wlth the political 

system, they had become very popular as Jong as Jocal armies were victor- 

ious. But because of this very association, the state religions had to 

share in the political disintegration, and thus became defunct along with 

the city-etate systeme 

Another factor that prepared the wy for the spread of the mysteries 

was the unification of the Hellente world by Alexander the Great. I% 

would be impossible to overestimte the effects of the Mecedonian's con- 

quests on inter history and for the mystery religions end Christianity 

in particular. Alexanéer*s aim was to bring about a “marriage of east — 

and west"==-t0 mike one cosmpolitan peoplee In doing this he not only 

gave to his new world a mre or less compn language in the Koine, and 

an excellent system of commmnication, but as a result of these factors, 

he also brought about "religious syncretism on @ stupendous ecale."99 

There was thus a large-scale religions "free-for-all," wherein only the 

fittest woula survivee Since the people of the east had begm to think 

and act with the people of the west, and vice-versa, it was necessary 

that any religion, to be successful, would have to be divested of ali lo- 

cal or ethnic entanglements. The mystery religions, with little embhasis 

on doctrine, were willing to mke this sacrifice. 
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A third factor that prepared the West for the influx of the mysteries 

Was the growing skepticlom about the gods of Olympus. Through the centur- 

ies there had developed an almost endless succession of legends and nyths 

about the gods, until the people were forced to ack thomselves, “Zs it 

Feally co?" Experiexce Imd shoun that the mgic incantations and secret 

Oracles of the gods vere not always correct. This growing doubt in the   minds of the people was fed by the reports of the black sins that besmirched 

Olympus. Even the philosophers, in their quest for the ultimte reality 

Were Willing to mke their speculations without reference to the gods of 

their forefathers. 

Thie lack of respect for the ancient deities only added to the spiri- 

tual plight of mene How mre than ever, they felt a craving ani a need for 

60ds who would be saviors. This need was so strongly felt that the appei- 

jation "savior" was given even te certain mene The Athenions called Deme- 

trius the Besieger "the only true god." Julius Caesar was referred to as 

"Savior and benefactor,” and again as “god manifest, the common savior of 

human life."99 

However disagreed historians my be as to the factors contributing to 

the successful spread of the mysteries, there is little disagreement as to 

the immediate cause for the spread of the mystery religions, particularly 

of Mithraieme There can be no doubt that the rapid spread of Mithraion ~ 

was carried out largely by the soldiers. Plutarch, in his "Life of Pomey," 

states that in 67 B.C., Pompey took some Cilician pirates captive and sold 

them as slaves in various parts of Italy. The arrival of Mithraisn in 
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Italy seems to be directly related to this event. 

Why was it that the army should be the chief carrier of Mithraism? It 

mst be remorbered, that to mke up for casualties suffered by the Romn 

armies in their eastern exploits, auxiliaries for the army were recruited 

from among the conquered people. Cumont points out that mre soldiers for 

the Roman armies were recruited from the Commagene™ than from any other 

area, and 1% was precisely here that Mithraism had struck ite deepest roots. 

Tn addition, mny recruits came from Cappadocia, Pontus, Cilicia, all of 

vhich, centuries earlier, had been saturated vith Mithraion. the very 
mature of the Mithraic religion, which even geve the name "miles" to one 

of its degrees, sppealed to the deepest military instincts of the soldier. 

This then vea the religion that the soldier of Asia Minor, wearing the uni- 

form of the Komn army, brought to the West with him. When these same sol- 

diers were sent out on duties to new lands, they took their original reli- 

gion with theme Asserbled under the sky of a foreign mation, away from 

hone for many years, they would recall the legends and beliefs of their 

native lends, anid invoke the blessings of their own god or gods upon their 

new tour of duty. At the sam: time they did not limit their assemblies to 

thoge of their own convictions, but left them open to all who were geme- 

inely interested, and thus Mithraism spread. 

A typical exarple of how Mithraiom could suddenly ergulf 2 new land 

is represented by the province of Dacia. When in 107 A-D. Trajan finally 

conquered Dacia after six years of war, the land had been reduced almst 
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to a wasteland. He therefore commnied that it be repopulated from all the 

territories of Rome, and be policed by the Roman army. The army was already 

Mithraic. The civilians who heeded the command to emigrate vere mstly cop- 

tives and renegades originally from the East, who were willing to go to this 

new land, while the Koman citizens with 2 long ancestral history in their 

miive Italy did not went to leave their possessions so readily. The re- 

sult was that in Sarmizegethusa, the capital of Dacia, the second largest   
Mithraeum that has ever been discovered wes erected. Yet, Dacia contains 

no evidence of such early Christian churches. 

The spread of Mithraism was very mech aided by the imerial recogni- — 

tion which was accorded ite When Mithraism firet entered Italy, it was 

frowmed upon, and therefore had to associate itself with the cult of Cy- 

bele, which had already received official sanction centuries earlicr.5 

About @ century after its entry into Italy, Mithraiom came to the attrac- 

tion of the Emperor Nero, who, it is believed, expressed the desire to be 

initiated into the mysteries of Mithra. When King Tiridates of Armenia 

arrived in Rom, he brought his oriental religion with him, end probably 

in order to gain the favor of Nero, considered Nero himself to be an em- 

nation of Mithra.°? the general official attitude, however, remined one ~~ 

Of disfavor until the accession of the Flavian emerors in 69 A-De Y¥rom 

the beginning of the reign of Vespasian, therefore, the prestige of Mith- 

rvaism continued to grow. Before the end of the second century, Marcus 

eit had granted civil immmities in order to encourage the use of 
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the taurobolium.°7 the first emperor to become initiated into the rites of 
Mithraism vas Gommdus (180-192), and from his time on, Mithraism had its 

own chaplain in the palace of the emperor 8 The greatest support given | 

to Mithraism was that by Diocletian in 307 A.D. In that year, he, toge- ~~ ) 

ther with other high government officiels, met at Carnuntum on the Danube 

River to dedicate a sanctuary to Mithrae In doing 90, they proclained 

Mithra a8 Sol Invictus, and patron god of theiz empire. 

The Ultimate Extent of the Mystery Religions 

The geographical spread and dissemination of Mithraism followed a 

strange pattern. It had very early spread to Asia Minor, but before 67 B.C., 

at least, it was practically limited to that area. It did not seem to make 

the sudden jum from Asia Minor to Greece proper, that Christianity did 

about « century later. Phe introduction of Mithraiom to the western world 

took place via Rome, not Greecee It is interesting to note that Mithraisn 

never did become very popular in Greece, and very few traces of Mithreisn 

have been discovered there. 

Even from Rome, Mithraiem did not spread out appreciably until the 

latter half of the first century./1 After the fifteenth legion of the 

Roran army returned from helping Titus capture Jerusalem, it was sent to 

the northern parts of the empire, and in this vay brought Mithraism to Car- 

nuntum on the Damube River. Mithraism grew so rapidly in Carnuntum that 
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within less than fifty years of its inception, the third mithraeum had been 

built there, the two previous ones proving too smill to accomméste the 

worshippers. (@ 

It would be impossible to list.all the places to which Mithraien 

Spread. By the tim: Mithralsm had reached its height in the early part 

of the third century, it hed saturéted what are today the Ballmn countries, 

including the civilized area north of the Danubee Italy was of course dot- 

ted with Mithraea from north to south. From Maly, the cult spread into 

what 1s today western Germny, and also Znto southeastern Francee The 

Greatest number of Mithraea have been discovered in Gerrmny, particularly — 

along the east tank of the Rhine. Three important temples have been ex- 

hued at Heddernheim, north of Frankfort; and three others in Friedberg 

in Hesse.!3 py the fourth century Mithreism had also spread to Britain. 

It is interesting to note that while Britain is often said to have been 

Christianized under the Romns, there are no definitive signs of Christi- 

anity in Britein as early as the fourth century, while evidences of Mith- 

raisn abound. 7 A Mithrale inscription at Housesteads, in Nortimzberland 

reads, “fo the god, best and greatest, invincible Mithra, lord of ages."79 

Another at Kichester is dedicated "To the god the sun, the invincible Mithra, 

the lord of the ages. "76 
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Zf one were to list the mst important centers of Mithraism, he would 

probably have to begin with Rome, where nearly two hundred mommente dedi- 

cated to Mithra have been founds’! Nearby Ostia was also a stronghold for 

Mithraism. 1° ‘the jargest known Mithraeum, as far as excavations have re- 

vealed, seoms to have been at the Baths of Caracalln in Rom.!9 Ccarmntun 

on the Danube, and Heddernheim on the Rhine have already been mentioned. 

Im Britain, the cult was represented chiefly in london, and agin elong 

the Hadrian wall, wrere the Roman arny was stationed.” In Dacia, 1% was 

primarily the capitai city of Sarmizegethuca thet was the stronghold of 

Hithraiem.°* 
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CHAPTER TIZ 

THE OONTLICE MITWEEN NETERAISM AND CHRISTIANITY 

fhe Unidue Factors of Mithraisn 

That Made it Superior to Other Mysteries 

i characterizing Mithraism, Dill says,   Zt is perhaps the highest and mst striking exmmple of the last ef- 
forts of paganism to reconcile itself to the great mral and spiri- | 
tual mvonent which was setting steadily, and with growing mmentun, j 
towards purer conceptions of God, and of mn’s relations to Hin, and 
of the life to come.+ | 

This ic giving quite a bit of praise to a pagan religion. But an honest 

study of Mithraisn, particularly as it is contrasted to the other mystery 

religionec, shows that such an opinion of Mithraism is justified. 

One of the mst honorable, end therefore outstanding features of Mith- 

vaiem was its high system of ethics.“ In this way, Mithraism was @istin- 

guished from the other mysteries. One reason that mies it impossible fa 

mny other mystery religions to demand a high level of mral living from 

their mexbers was the fact that the deities themolves were not free of 

the passions characteristic of mene Serapis was, for instance, both the 

brother and the mrital mte of Ieis. Attis was the lover of Cybele. Baal 

found @ mete in Astarte. In fact, a commn feature of practically all . 

oriental and Greek religions of this time was that there ws a mie anda 
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femie deity who were in some way considered mrried, and very often this 

relationship ws basically incestuous. Mithre, on the other hand lived 

G@lone. In fact, 1% is quite possible that Mithraiom demmnded continence 

Of all those who would hold the highest rank of Pater in the cult.5 This 

is further evidenced by Tertullian's reports that the order had virgimand 

men vowed to continence." It 1s significant to note that the Christian 

church did not attack Mithraicm in the field of mralse In fact, one has 

to look hard to find any definite accusation of immprality brought by the 

church fathers against Mithraisme This high regard for ethics in Mithra- 

ism shows itself also in the fact that although its initiatory rites were 

more prolonged and exacting than those of the other cults, they were also 

less orgiastic, particularly when compared to the worship of the Great 

Wether. Here for example, the priests, called Galli, indulged in delirious 

dances while they lacerated their flesh with broken pottery and crude imives, 

end finally divested themselves of their mmrhood in initation of the act of 

Attis.? 

One roason that the faithful of the other mysteries committed such 

cruel seif-mtilations and endured rigorous initiations was that they were 

attempting to appease their god, and by thus suffering with him or for hin, 

they hoped to achieve comamion with their detty.© But Mithra was a dif- 

  

2elown Reimach, Cults, Myths ana Religions (Iondon: David Nutt Cos, 
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ferent type of gad. He was not basically = god of wrath as were the other 

deities. The very word Mithra means, in the mative Persian, "friend." 

Mithra's prime characteristic was his goodnesse Thus the Avesta says of 

hin: "Zam the good protector of all creatures: I am the good savior of 

all creatures."! nna further it states: 

iithra whose foot is ever lifted is a wakeful god, and watcheth all 
things unceasingly. He is strong, but he heareth the commlaint of 
the weak; he miketh the grass to grow, and he governeth the carthe 
Ee ic begotten of wisdon, apt no min decelveth hin; he is armed with 
the strength of a thousand. 

  

Another fector that mde Mithraism superior to all the other mystery   
religions wee ite peculiar blend of philosophy, mmgic, and common sense, | 

so that it could have equal eppesl for rich and poor, for the illiterate 

and the educated, for the humble and the sophisticated. Although Mithra- 

iem vas theologically weak when compared to Christianity, it was still 

stronger than the other mystery religions. This theology was basically 

the ancient philosophy which stressed the four basic elements of air, fire, 

water, and earth? By personifying Time as the First Cause, and. worshin- 

ing the sun, planets, and constellations, it provided the intelligent and 

the truth-seeking mgi with sufficient mterial for study end contenpia- 

tion. On the other hand, the commn mn was fortumate in having everything 

deified. He saw his religious beliefs expressing themselves in the fire 

that cooked his meal, in the water he drank, in the air he breathed, and 

particularly in the light that arose every myrning. In addition, the very 

Teited by Reinach, Cults, Myths and pe 180. 

Sxpide, ve 180 
Scumont, The Mysteries of Mithra, pe 155.
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effective pictorial dramtizations of the exploits of Mithra, demnstrated 

in the services of worship, were able to win the hearts and convictions of 

those who could not understand the intricacies of the theology of Mithra. 

Thus Mithraism ws ecauipped to win the interest of various classes of people, 

ani rise up head and shoulders above ony other religion that the mind of 

mn had been able to develop. In fact, the religion of Mithra possessed 

such sugeriority that of all the mystery religions, 1t presented the only 

formidable rival to another new and powerful religion at thot time arising 

from the Rommn province of Palestine, the religion of Christianity. Whe- 

ther the chief tenete and customers of Mithraism were really so very simi- 

lar to those of Christianity will be discussed later. The fact bemins 

however, that outwardly at least, there was a great deal of similarity, so 

mech so that both Justin Martyr”? and Tertullian!) ¢e1t that the devil had 

deliberately planned these similarities in order to confuse the Christians. 

Before these similarities can be carefully evaluated however, the points o? 

alleged similarity mst first be Investigated and then compared to the cor- 

responding teachings of Chrictianlty. 

Similarities to Christianity in Doctrine 

Original Sin and the Necessity for Forgiveness 

There vas one factor basic to the entire religion of Mithra, as it ws 

to the entive theology of Christianity. This was the factor of sin, and 

  

justin Martyr "npologis I, 66-67," Pa e: Patrum Graecorun 
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the consequent need for forgiveness and redemtion. The Mithraic concept 

of sin was a natural outgrowth of its emphasis on dualism Ahrimn, the 

evil spirit, was constantly at work putting evil in the hearts of men, ani 

mn was to a large degree helpless against hime Thus mn was by rature 

sinful, and unless cleansed by initiation into the mysteries he could not 

hope to enter eternal bliss.™ put Mithratem also recognized the fact that 

all sin could not be blamed on Ahrimn, for men themelves were committing 

it freely. The fact that Mithraism spread to the west at a tim: when the 

Cpinions of the gods of Olymus were at their lowest point mde thic empha- 

sis on sin seen quite sensibic. Thus it was that before one could cven cn-   
ter into full comnamion in the rites of Mithra, he had to undergo a certain 

katharsis, a cleansing. A central emphasis of this cleansing was 4 con- 

plete confession of sins’ followed by a baptism which admitted the initt- 

ate into the first degrees of fellowship. 

This stress on the reallty of sin was Of course not original with Mith- 

raism. Already in the sixth century BsCe, 1% had been brought from the 

East to the Greek world by Orphism.") This cult, with its emphasis on as- 

ceticism, a purer mysticism, and on Individual responsibility for sin, mde 

a definite lasting impression on the western world. It was this impression 

that Mithraicm strengthened and fostered. 
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Tt would be extremely d4vficult to ronder judgment on the similarity 

between the concept of sin in Mithroiom and the same concept in Christian- 

Ltye The problem lies in the fact that very little ia imowm of the real 

thinking that Iny behind Mithraiem’s ermmsis on sin and persomil guilt. 

We can never imow whether Mithraism had anything identical to the Chric- 

t4an doctrines of hereditary guilt through Aden, or of the perfect ideals 

Of a holy God which mke the smilest sin sufficient cause for eternal 

damation. At least one difference doses seem to be apparente For the 

HMithraist, especially during the later years of the cult’s existence, his 

initiation Into tho mystic rites of the taurobolium end the comnn mal 

not only forgave him his sins, but seemed to give hina kind of perfec- 

tion, which meant that he was reborn for eternity.” while the Christian 
  

religion also taught that in Christ one could be reborn to eternal life,17 

it nevertheless also recognized the fact that even the Christian sti11 

sinned after his rebirth, ana that thie sin vas just as surely sin in 

the eyes of Cod as was the sin of one who did mit Imow God. Cimistianity 

therefore seemed to take sin more seriously. It could do this because it 

could offer q mre positive plan of salvation than that proposed by Mith- 

xvaisme 

The Birth of the DeLty 

In trying to learn of the precise mature of the belief in Mithra's 

birth, one is severely handicapped by the fact that no written record of 
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the birth of Mithra exists, not even in the Zend-Avesta. The legend of 

his birth mst therefore be derived from bas-reliefs, which are sometimes 

contradictory. Some sources claim that he was born of a virgin,29 others 

that he was born of a generative rock.“? The actual belief in the mings 

of the followers of Mithra probably was thet this generative rock wes in 

time considered to be his mther, but the best authorities discount the 

idea of a human mother.“ The complete legend of his birth was probably 

something like this: The generative rock gave birth to Mithra on the banks 

of a river, under the shade of a sacred tree. Some shepherds, hiding ina 

nearby elice, = were the only ones to witness the event. In awe and won- 

der they drew near to Mithra, offering him the first-fruits of their flock 

and harvest as tokens of their respecte To protect his maked body from the 

cold wind, Mithra cut branches of a fig-tree, ate some of the fruit, and 

with the leaves he mde himself clothing.®3 

It hes been suggested@* that the birth of Mithra thus represents an 

earlier form of a legend which was later borrowed and revised by Chris~ 

tians to explain the human origin of their Savior. Carpenter argues that 

there is 2 contradiction regarding Christ's birth, since the gospel writers 

say it took place ina mangers ®? whereas Justin Martyr@° ana Origen@7 say 
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he was born in e cave.@3 This however te not a contradiction, but merely 

@ misunderstanding of Palestinian life on the part of Carpenter. Such uw 

derground caves were frequently used as resting places for travelers and 

their beasts"?   
dustin Martyr, writing around 150 A.De, saw also in the birth of Mithra 

& Similarity to a prophecy concerning Christ. Writing to Trypho he said, | 

And when in the tradition of the Mithraic mysteries they relate that 
Mithra was born of a rock, and name the piace where his followers re- 
celve initiation a cave, do I not Imow that they are perverting the 
eaying of Daniel that "a stone was hewm without hanis froms great 
mountain'"?30 

A closer look at this prophecy of Daniel reveals thet if the account of 

Mithra’s birth was to be an imitation of the prophecy of Daniel, it was 

indeed a very poor imitation. For according to Daniel, Christ Himelf is 

| to be the “stone hewn without hands" whereas Mithra merely iscued from a 

rock, although he himself was not that rocke 

The fact that shepherds were present at the time of both the birth of 

Mithra and Christ my also suggest.a commn mythical basis for the two 

eventse However, in regard to the birth of Mithre, one very strange part 

of the account remins to be explained. Cumont pointe out that although 

there were shepherds present at Mithra’s birth (and therefore also herds), 

all this allegediy took place before men and creatures had begun to Gyell 

on the earth.3+ 
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A further point of difference between the accounte of the birth of 

Christ and the birth of Mithra could be mentioned. Mithra'’s birth goes 

without a written account, nor was it ever dated. How different is the 

account of the birth of Christ] he historian Iuke could record that the 

birth of Christ took place in the days of Caesar Augustus, at the tim 

when Cyrenius was governor of Syria.2@ He is able to speak as a mn who 

recalled the deys of Caesar Augustus, to follow men who were also famii~ 

far with Augustus and with Cyrenius. He therefore gave to the birth of 

Christ a definite historical setting, not only in a definite place-- 

Bethichem--but also at a definite tine. This was never done for Mithra. 

Tne only commniy accepted points of similarity were his birth from a rock, 

and his adoration by shepherdse The former has been shown to be completely 

different from the prophecy concerning Christ, the latter has been showm 

to be an impossibility. 

Concept of Mediator Between God and Man 

Because of the basic dualien of Mithrafem, 4t was natural that sooner 

or Jater ithra would come to te regarded as a mediator. Some kind of 

bridge was needed to span the distance between the all holy Ahmra-iizda 

8nd sinful main. Mithra, as the personification of light, seemed to ve 

the ideal deity to bridge this gap. For just as, day after cay, light 

streamed from heaven into this world, and was @iffused amng men, so the 

personification of light was pictured as mediator, coming down into this 

world. As light could not go from earth to heaven, but came always from 

heaven to earth, so too, the mediatorship of Mithra was considered to be 
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Solely a divine role, in which the benificant deity sought to help suffer- 

ing man. Mithra himself was therefore frequently given the title /<rit7s-33 

Ta precisely what act or acts of Mithra did his fimction as mediator 

consist? Probably the very followers of Mithra were unable to give a 

clear ansver to this question. While other mystery religions also had 

mediating delties, this mediation was also carried out by a definite act 

of the deity, which usually involved his suffering and death, followed by 

&@ type of resurrection.3* ‘The one possible act of Mithra to which hia m- 

diating function coulda be related was his slaying of the bull. But even 

here, we have been left with a very imerfect kmowledge concerning the 

way in which the slaying of tho sacred buli was to be a man-redeeming act. 

Most attempts to explain this enigm have been equally mystifying. Car- 

penter for instance says, 

The bull in heayen--the syzibol of the triumhant sungod--and the 
earthly bull, sacrificed for the god of mmmnity were one and the 
same; the god, in fact, sacrificed himself or his representative.35 

The difficulty however, IZes in the fact that the bull ws not a deity, 

tut rather a creature of Ahura Mazda.35 cumnt furthermre points out 

that the exploit of Mithra slaying the bull originally had no connection 

with a redemptive act of any Icind, and any association with redemption 

came et a Inter datee The original purpose of slaying the bull ws a 

creative, rather than a redemptive ones one by which the earth would be 

filled with animis, plants and every good thing.37 It is doubtful whe- 
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ther, at the time Mithra was slaying the bull, mn vas even created, and 

if he wes, be had not yet fallen into sin.39 

It appears therefore, that Mithra's medintorship wes not inseparably 

connected to any death and resurrection, but consisted rather in the mre 

fact of his goodness, in the fact that while Ahura Mazda was too high end 

exalted for man to approach him, Mithra himself was mre nupn, mre 

friendly. 

Christ's office of mediator between God and mn, as expressed by Hin- 

self, and by His apostles, wae inseparably comected to His suffering, 

death, and resurrectione Jesus Himself was constantly aware of this, and 

fully expected it. Even in the face of the impending suffering and death 

at Jerusaien He told His disciples: 

Behold, we go up to Jerusalems and the Son of mn shall be betrayed 
unte the chief priests and unto the seribes; and they shall condem 
hin to death, and shall. deliver him to the Gentiles to mck, and to 
scourge, and to crucify hims and the third day he shall rise again.39 

There is a basic difference also in the mediating roles of HMithra and 

of Christ as far as the nature of the salvation brought through this modia~ 

tion is concerned. Yor the follower of Mithra, as for a devotee of mst & 

the mystery cults, salvation consisted in being able to free himself from 

the entanglements of the physical body, and in some way to achieve identi- 

fication with the detty.”? nis concept of redemption was natural gor a 
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dualistic system which regarded mtter as basically evil, and spirit as 

basically good. It 2s precisely in this area that the mediating work of 

Christ is upst dlamstrically opposed to that attributed to Mithra. Christ 

@id not come to lead mn away from the entanglements of his body, in fact 

He took on a humn body. He did not come to teach mn to despise the 

flesh, #2 but He Himself became flesh and biood.!2 Thus aiso Christ's 

eposties did not advocate a redemption which freed the spirit from the 

bonds of the flesh, but one which redeemed, and gave new worth to both 

body and soul, to the total person. Thugs St. Paul writes, “For ye are 

vought with a price; therefore glorify God in your body, and in your 

spirit, which are Goata. "3 

It would be impossible, and probably of little use, to list in de~ 

tall all the points of difference between the mediatorship attributed to 

Mithra and that attributed to Christ. A thorough study of both concepts 

however, will show a basic underlying difference which is readily discern- 

ible, though not always cspable of expression ani amalysis. The mdiation 

of Mithra is from the beginning to end associeted with naturalistic and 

magical factors. Its very indefiniteness is evidence of its legendary 

origin, smong poowle of a pastoral doctety. fhe account of the sacrifi- 

Cial mediation of Jesus Christ, however, reads like history, like the ac- 

tual account of what happened to a Man, and of how men reacted to this 

evente 
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The Inmortality of the Soul and the Resurrection of the Body 

There can be no doubt ebout the fact that the Mithraic emphasis on 

the immortality of the soul, and to a lesser degree on the resurrection 

of the body, provided it with its strongest appeal to the world. This 

does not mean that the idea of the immmrtality of the coul originated 

amng the followers of Mithra. The Romans: had for centuries expressed 

this belie? in thelr mnes-~cult, end even the Greeks had in various ways 

evidenced this hope 45 fhe reason thet the Romn and Greek expressions 

of this hope had not become too universally accepted was the fact that 

they were unable to give it concrete, or for that matter even consistent, 

expression. Thus for instance, the shade of Achilles sadly spoke to Odys- 

seus: "Speak not lightly to me of death, glorious Odysseus, For so I 

might be on earth, I would rather be the servant of another, of a poor 

man who had 14ttle substance, than to be loré of all the dead»™5 me 

other extreme is represented by one who had followed tke Orphic rites 

faithfully. There the triumphant soul addresses the gods: 

I come from the pure . « e « For I boast myself to be of your race 
° « e « I have escaped from the sorrowful weary round, I have entered 
with eager feet the ring desired. I have passed to the bosom of the 
mistress queer. of the lower world.!7 

fo this the god replies, "0 happy and blessed one, thou shalt be god 

instead of mortel."48 Amidst the varying descriptions of immrtal life, 

  

451m mking these statements it ig recognized that the idea of the in- 
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there were of course those who denied any possibility of immortality. Dill 

records as a rather frequently occuring epitaph, "Non fueram, non sum, nes- 

cio." Another was “non fui, ful; non eum, non curo." Some are even more 

sensual: “My friends, while we live, let us live." Of a veteran of the 

fifth Roman legion it is recorded, "While he lived he drank with a good 

wi11."9 

Tnto the midst of these contradictory and indefinite ideas of immr- 

tality, came Mithraism with its promise of a joyful eternal life for all 

those who would be initiated into its mysteries, and a theology intricate 

enough to explain what this immortality involved and how 14t was possible. 

Angus points out that it was precisely in this “clear promise of a life 

beyond the grave," that the fascination of Mithraism Jay.°? ‘Thus it ws 

that while the soldier of Mithra silently contemplated the tauroctony of 

Mithra, he sav in it his own conquest over the difficulties of life, and 

particularly hie own victory over the powers of death. This faith is ex- 

pressed in the prayer of invocation in the Mithrasliturgie: 

0 Iord, announce me to the greatest God, . . - Ia man, NeNe, son of 
HeH-, and born of the mortal womb of N.H. receiving the strength of 
my life from such seed, who after being born again of thee today, and 
from among so many thousands having been elected by thee:to imprtal- 
ity in this hour according to the plan of the surpassing goodness of 
God, strives and long to worship thee with all his human powers.51 

When the emperor Julian attempted to re-establish the religion of Mithra 

toward the latter part of the fourth century he wrote this confession of 
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his own faith: 

As for thee, I bave given thee to come to the knowledge of thy father, 
Mithra. Keep thou his comandrents, ana so procure for thyself during 
life a cable and sure anchorage; end when it ic necessary for thee to 
ereeiioe : ae ete with a good hope, having renéered thy tue- 

The Mithraic cult thus offered a clear belief in the immrtality of the 

soul. To us who are living in the twentieth century, this faith which 

Mithralsm offered seems crude to say the least, but for the ancient mind 

saturated with astrology and cosmic philosophy, this doctrine undoubtedly 

had a very strong appeal. To the doctrine of the immortality of the soul 

as taught specificelly 1n Mithraism we shail now turn. 

The doctrine of the immmprtelity of the soul as expressed in Mithraisn 

is based on its peculiar doctrine of the descent and ascent of the soul. 

Briefly stated, this doctrine is as follows: In the presence of Ahura 

Mazda, there sre a large number of souls whick he kas created. As a body 

is brought into existence upon earth, a soul leaves the presence of Ahura 

Mazda an@ descends to the body in which it is to live. In mking this 

descent, ii travels through the gate of Cancer, through the spheres of the 

seven planets, ani as it passes each planet it becomes more and more adapted 

to its future earthly state.’2 When the individual dies, the soul leaves 

its human prison, and the evil spirits (devas) dispute with the emissaries 

of heaven over its possessione If the soul had been stained by an inpure 

life, the evil spirits dragged 1% down to the infernai depths, "where they 

inflicted upon i+ a thousand tortures or perhaps, as a mrk of its fall, 
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it was condemmed to take up its abode in the body of some unclean anim, "54 

If, however, the man was faithful in the discipline and sacraments of 

Mithraism, he will have prepared his soul so that, upon death, 1¢ wi21 not 

descend further but will instead ascend back to the heavenly regions and 

the presence of Ahura Mazda and Mithra. Probably one of the mst intricate 

and involved doctrines which Mithraism ever developed was that of the as- 

cent of the soul. A very good account of the belief in the ascent of the 

soul is that given by Origen, when he quotes Celsus as saying: 

There ia an ascending road with seven gates, and an cighth at the sunu- 
mite The first @ate is of lead, the second of tin, the third of 
bronze, the fourth of iron, the fifth of mixed metal, the sixth of 
silver, and the seventh of gold. The first is dedicated to Kronos, 
the lead symbolizing the planet's slow motion, the second to Aphro- 
dite, the reseriblance consisting in the bright and mlleabile nature 
of the tin, the third, firm and resistant to Zeus. The fourth to 
Hermes, in that like the iron, Hermes is the tireless and efficient 
worker and producer of wealthe The. fifth to Ares, because of the 
variable and irreguiar nature of the alloy. Thé sixth, of silver, 
to the moon; and the seventh of gold, to the sun, from the comari- 
son of their colors.29 

Other accounts?” indicate that between each of the above mentioned spheres 

of the heavens, there was a ladder. At the gite of each planet there was 

an angel of Ahura Mazda standing quara.e Only the initiate into the rites 

of Mithra imew the secret formnae which could appease the guardians.?? 
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57, considerable portion of the Mithrasliturgie is made up of prayers 
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the guardian spirit to be still, followed by the commmnd to open the hea- 

venly portal to the soul. In each of these prayers, it appears as though 
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have to plead for this. Mithrasliturgie, poe 3-15. 
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As the soul went through the different zones, it vould rid itself of its. 

passions and vices. To the moon it lost its vital and nutritive energy, 

to Mercury its desires; to Venus, its wicked appetites; to the Sun, ito 

intellectual capacities; to Maro, its love of war; to Jupiter, its arbit- 

ious dreams; to Saturn, its inclinations to evil. Finally, naked and 

stripped of every vice and sensibility, 1t entered the eighth heaven to 

enjoy eternal bliss 59 

Closely related to these beliefs in the immortality of the soul is 

the picture of judgnent day, and the resurrection of the body which Hith- 

raism presented. Mithraism mintained that at the end of time, there would 

be another great struggle between Ahura Mazda and Ahrimn, preceded by mny 

plagues caused by the latter. In this battle, Ahure Mazda, with the help 

of his archangels will be victorious. Wyon his victory, Mithra will des- 

cend from heaven. At the same time, a marvellous bull similar to the first 

which Mithra slew, will reappear on the earth. Mithra will then raise up 

all the bodies of the dead, both of the good anid of the evil, ant will then 

offer up the sacred bull. He will mix the blood of this bull with the juice 

of the sacred _Haom ? and will offer this mixture to all the just, thereby 

imparting to them eternal life. All those who will have been raised will 

assume their former appearances, and will recognize one another.©? some 

beliefs in comnection with the resurrection and judgment are not alvays 

identically expressed. For instance Reinach presents evidence for the be- 

  

SScumnt, The Mysteries of Mithra, pp. lh-145. 

59the Hsom was the source of the intoxicating drink used by the Mith- 
raists to celebrate their commmion meal. The meal itself is discussed 
infra, BPP. 52f. 

62nms also gives evidence of a belief that family ties would be 
maintained even after this resurrection. Angus, The Mystery Religions end 
Christianity, Be 143. 
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lief that although the wicked wlll be punished, this punishment will be 

temporary only, and eventually, after a great fire, all the world will be 

purified and even the wicked will unite in the adoration of Almra Mazda. 

Cumont on the other hand shows that there was a belief in the total anni- 

hilation of the wickea.& 

The doctrines of Mithraism regarding the immrtality of the soul, the 

resurrection of the body and the final judgment have been treated as a unit 

because they ere all so inter-related. To these doctrines we mst now com- 

pare the Christian view of eschatological events. In doing this, we notice 

that unlike the other areas of doctrine, the eschatology of Mithraism con- 

tains a considerable amount of detaz1 on which the Christian doctrine docs 

not speak. The New Testament does state that on the last day Christ will 

visibly retum,3 that He will raise up ell the dead, that He will eepa- 

rate those who believed in Him from those who did not and give to the be- 

lievers eternal lige while the unbelievers will suffer eternal damation.© 

But the New Testanent still leaves very many questions unanswered, questions 

which Mithraism attempted to answer in a positive way. There is, for in- 

stance, nothing in the New Testament to compare with the ascent of the soul 

a6 set forth in the teachings of Mithraism. Even the events comected with 

the final day of the lord are not so clearly defined in the Christian faith 

es they are for Mithraisn. while Christ did give His disciples mny signs 

that would precede His second coming, He also said that His coming vould 

take place vhen it was least samenteds "lixe a thief in the night.” 065 tm 

vireo uSnigams Rotpach,Orpheuns A. Btetory of Religions, teanszeted 
62cumont, The Mysteries of Mithra, p. 146. 
63iuke 21:27. 

Corinthians 50. 

SSumtthew 25:h1-h6. 
66) Thessalonians 5:2. 
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Mithraiom however, there would be at least the concrete signs of a battle 

between Ahura Mazda and Abriman, the appearance of another sacred bull, 

end, according to some reports, the bearing of a messiah by a virgin on 

the last day.°T 

It has been said that its doctrine of the future life probably pro- 

vided Mithraism vith Lts strongest appeal to men, and therefore it is un- 

derstandable that in this very area it comtained more specific doctrine, 

mre facts which could be imparted to man, than in many other areas of its 

limited theology combined. However, this greater abundance of specific de- 

taiis docs not necessarily mke the eschatology of Mithraism superior to 

that of Christianity. There are in fact, several very basic differences. 

While Mithraism Held that the wicked are eventually saved, or, according 

to other reports, that they are completely annihilated, Christianity sug- 

gested neither of these two ends for those who reject Christ. Jesus Hin- 

self clearly stated that they that have done evil shall go “unto the re-   
surrection of damation."63 For He will say to them, "Depart from mo, ye 

cursed, into everlasting fire, prepared for the devil and his angels."©9 

Apart from this basic difference, the general idea of a return of the 

deity preceded by signs, of a final conflict between God and the evil one, { 

and of a resurrection of all. the dead with eternal life imparted to all 

the faithful is commn to poth Mithraiom and Christianity. Other differ- 

ences are in detail only, such es in the impartation of eternal life to 
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the faithful uithraists by drinking a magic potion—a feature entirely 

lacking in the Christian picture of eschatology.s Also lacking is the re- 

sacrifice of the sacred bull. A corollary to this might possibly be that 

Jesus Christ would again return to be sacrificed once more, but this thought 

is also foreign to the Holy Scripturese’? the decision as to whether the 

msre fact that the eschatologies of Mithraiem and of Christianity are at 

least sommhat analogous proves a basic similarity or a possible case of 

borrowing will be left to a later section.   Similarities to Christianity in Practice and Customs 

A Baptism as an Initiatory Rite 

The association of a washing in water with a spiritual regeneration 

was by no means limited to Mithraism, much less to Christianity. It was 

in very common use by almost all the mystery-religions. Thus, for in- 

stance, Tertullian states: 

In certain mysteries, eeg., of Isis and Mithra, it is by baptism 
(per Javacrum) that members are initiated. . «'. In the Apollinar- 
ian and Eleusinian rites they are baptized and they imgine that 
the result of this baptism is_regeneration and the remission of | 
the penalties of their sins.?/2 | 

Similar washings were in use long before the nystery religions adopted 

them, although not always with the identical spiritual significance at- 

tached to them.?2 

  

TOrebrews 9328. "So Christ was once offered to bear the sins of 
manyg and unto them that look for Him shall He appear the second time 
without sin wnto salvation." 

Trt, "De Baptismo, V," I, 1312-133 "De Praescriptionibus, XL," 
IT, Sy-55~ 

T2revitious 16:2h-28, 2 Chronicles 426. ‘Thus the command of John the 
Baptist to be baptized was one which could readily be understood by alle 
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Mithraic baytiem vas sometimes carried out throveh sprinkling, txt 

more frequently through total immersion of the neophyte.73 It appears as 

though this baptism was repeated frequently, probably es the mystic ad- 

vanced from one grade to the nexte When the mystic was received into the 

order of Lion, however, he was not baptized with water, since the lion 

symbolized the principle of fire, and water vould be its enemy. There- 

fore, to preserve the mystic from sin, honey was applied to his hands and 

to his tongue.'? zt has aleo been pointed out that initietory baptism in- 

to some of the lower grades was accorded even tc mie children. 76 

In connection with the weter baptism of Mithraism, one other type of 

baptism mist be considered, that frequently referred to ss the tauroboliuna. 

Ta simple terms this meant that the initiate wes "baptized" in the blood 

of es bull. Thie teurobolium was not original with Mithraism but wes pro- 

bably borrowed. from the cult of the Great Mother, who in turn borrowed it 

from earlier Cappadocian mysteries. ? For this rite, a crude trench wag 

dug, Over which planks were loosely laid with considerable spaces between 

them. On this platform the sacrificial bull was sisughtered, vith the 

blood dripping down onto the initiate who either stood! or reclined be- 

low.?9 ‘The classic account of what this taurobolium was like coms fron 

the pen of a Christian poet, Prudentius.e He writes: 

  

T3angus, The Mystery Religions end Christianity, p. 59. 

Tcumont, The Mysteries of Mithra, y+ 157. 
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Through the thousand crevices in the wood, the bioody dew runs down 
into the pit. The neophyte receives the falling drops on his head, 
clothes ani body. Ho leans baciamrd to have his cheek, his cars, 
his lays and his nostrils wetted; he pours the liquid over his 
end does net even. spaxe) hie) palstey fox) he mtetens Gta Cem rooe 
boo and dwinis 16 eagerly. 

: 

Cumont concludes his description of this act by a statement vhich voula 

tre nearly summarize our yeactdon. He calls the tauroboliun "a disgust~ 

ing showor-tath of luke-varn bicod."3L Purified by this bieody act, the 

initiate then stepped forth to be greeted by the spectators, with the Pirn 

belie? that he had been thus purified from his sins. As a "taurobolati"” 

he was veborn from cin for a period of twenty yeara 2 By the timo of 

dulian 1% vac held that such a one wae reborn for eternity, "semtus in 

setexnum. "3 

4 great deal of speculation has been employed in search of the signt- 

fieance of the bull fox this sacred acte The mst obvious and logical so- 

lution would be to relate the slaying of this sacred bull with tho slayi 

of the lull by Mithea. 2% has been argued, however, notably by Rovertson® 

and Carpenter®5 that a zodiacal interpretation mst be given to this act. 

G2nce Mithra was basically a sun-deilty, particular significance cam to be 

attached to the pordoed of the year when the sun wes at the vermal equinoz 

These mon argue that the sun originally entered the sign of the m1 in 

the vodiac at that very tim, and therefore the bull was given special 
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Significancee Due to the precession of the equinoxes, in the course of 

about two thousand years, the sun began to enter the sign of the ram in- 

Stead of the bull at the vernal equinox. They claim that this accounts 

for the occasional substitution of a ram for ae bull, ming a eriobolium 

instead of a tavroboliun. 9 
Sutwardiy there was probably very little difference between the water 

bapticns the Christians performed and those employed by the Mithretets. Both 
employed immersion as well as sprinkling, depending upon the circumstances. 

For this reason, it has been suggested that the specified formie “in the 

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,"97 was used to 

Gesignate and to differentiate between the Christian baptism and the bap- 

tion of these pagan cults.93 one mast admit therefore, that when Chrict 
gave Hie disciples the commnd to baptize, He was not asking them to per= 

form an act which would always be the singular property of the Christian 

Church. Ac far as ovtward comparisons between the baptism of Mithraism 

and that of Christianity are concerned, the only possibile one that would 

te obvious would be that whereas the baptism of Mithra was repeated fre- 

quently, that of Christ was porformed once, and its efficacy lasted for 

life. A consideration of the basic theological differences between the 

two baptisms, the differences in meaning and purpose, will be considered 

along with a comparison of the commmmion mals of the two religions. 

  

SSpoun Carpenter and Robertson also argue at length that there was a 
direct association between this slaying of a ran, and the 012 Testament 
sacrifices. However, muny of their arguments become extremely naive, when 
Carpenter for instance says that the reason Moses chided the chiidren of 
isyacl for uking the golden calf was that they were thereby signifying 
they were still devoted to the bull in the zodiacal ten, whereas the 
time hed already come when the sun was entering the s' of the ramat tie 
vernal ne and thoy should therefore adjust their sacrifices accord- 
ingly. ypenter , Ope Cite, De NT. 

STntthew 28:19. 

SOrrancis Pieper, Christian Dogmtics, translated by Walter Albrecht 
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A Commmion Meal of Bread and Wine 

One of the most common rites of Mithraiom was that of the commn msl 

consisting of bread and a mildly intoxicating drink. When Mithraisn wees 

still developing in its native Persia, the custom was for the celebrant to 

consecrate bread and vater mixed with the intoxicating juice of the Haom. 

Thereupon he would eat this meal, sometimes alone, sometimes together with 

his fellow-worshipperse. In the west, grape wine was substituted for the 

Taom, because the latter was unimowme 

We know very little of the mameyr in which the Mithraic commmion was 

celebrated. Cumont, however, shows an interesting bas-relief that my re- 

presens one mebned of celebratione Two people are stretched out ona low 

couch. Before them are four tiny leaves of bread, each one marked with a 

cross. One of the initiates is holding a drinking horn, which undoubtedly 

contains the consecrated wines? 

Tt lms beea suggested?? that Ste Paul was familiar with this custom 

of the Mithraists and therefore warned the Corinthian Christians against 

taking part in the practice when he wrote, "Ye cannot drink the cup of the 

Tord, ani the cup of devils: ye camot be partakers of the lord's table, 

and of the table of devils."91 Whether or not Paul vas here actually re- 

ferring to the mystery religions cannot be Imown with certainty, although 

the possibility of such a reference is strong.e It is certain, however, 
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that the church fathers were very well acquainted with this commmion of 

the Mitiwaists. They mst heave recognized these similarities, and there- 

fore countered with the accusations that the devil had produced these si- 

Milarities. Thus Justin Martyr writes of the Lord's Supper: 

Which the wicked devils have imitated in the mysteries of tithras, 
commuding the same thing to be done. For that bread and a cup of 
water are placed with certain incantations in the mystic rites of 
one who is being initiated, you either imow or can leern.92 

like the commmion observed by Chiistians, this rite also ws allowed only 

to those who hed reached 2 certain degree of followship. The commmion of 

Mithra was not given to one until he had reached the stage of Lion.93 

Thereafter he ws called a participant, a LEré Korres ad 

There seems to have been a similarity also in the actual occasion in 

the life of the deity to which this sacred mal vas to refere then Jesus   instituted the Lord's Supper for Wis cluurch, Ke was with that celebrating 

His farewell weal with His disciples, after which His early activities   would come to their climctic end-95 For faithful Mithraists, the sacred 

mal was also a remenbrance of the last meai which Mithra ate with Helios, 

to mark the completion of his earthly duties » efter which he ascended back 

to Ahura Mazda 96 

The yery severe charge levied by Justin Martyr, namely that the Mith- 

raic commmion meal was a orétubeioation of the devil, shows that it was 
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precisely at this point that the similarities between Mithraism and Chris- 

tlanity seemed the greatest, at least to the outside observer. But to 

fully evaluate these similarities one mst go behind the outward forms and 

comcare the significance which was attached to these acts, as well as the 

benefits which the faithful hoped to receive from thems Perkaps the prime 

benefit that the “ezeéYovres of Mithra hoped to receive from their sa- 

cred meal was the gift of immrtality.?? While they undoubtedly also fre- 

quently associated mre mterial benefits with the reception of the bread 

and wine such as health, prosperity, wisdom, and protection against evil 

spirits,99 2% nevertheless seems that the real import of this sacred act 

was directed toward the 1ife to comae Tow 1t my be said that the Iord’s 

Supper ac instituted by Christ also indirectly offers eternal ‘Le as one 

of its benefits. It does this however, not because of the mere eating of 

the bread and drinking of the wine, but rather because of the relationship 

of the sacrament to the atoning work of Christ, as performed in His life, 

death, end resurrection. Jesus Himself, in instituting the sacrament re- 

lated the drinking of the wine directly to his own death: “This cup is the 

new testament in my blood, which is shed for you."99 

Along with the promise of immortality, the Mithraic rites of initia- 

tion, both those of baptism anid of the sacred meal, proposed to effect a 

wnion of the participant with the deity. This was in fact the explicit 
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purpose of these initintory rites. The result is, as Dieterich caid, "Die 

Mysten sind in Gott oder Gott ist in ihnen, sie werden seine Kinder oder 

Seine Brueder."199 mic very belief is expressed in the Mithracliturgie, 

where the csupplient prays, "abide with me in my soul: leave me not" and 

“that I way ve initiated and thet the holy spirit my breathe within m:.7101 . 

Sone ancient inscriptions indicate a belle? in a complete Ldentéfication 

of personality with the deity, so that the initiate even loses his own 

identity.%2 xt mst be admitted that Paul also expressed a certain con- 

minton with God as being the result of the sacraments, both of baptism and 

of the Lord's Supper. With regard to beptiem, for instance, Ste Paul says, 

"Por as many of you ag have been baptized into Christ have put on Christ J£93 

A type of commmion with Christ is also implicit in the words of the insti- 

tution of the Ioré's Supper, “Wake, eat, this is ny Body."10% rhny other 

statements in the New Testament also speak of the intimte relationship 

between Christ and one who believes in Hime Jesus Himself prayed that His 

wish night be fulfilled: "Z in them and thou in m,"29 Poul seid of hin- 

self, "I am crucified with Christ; nevertheless T live; yet not I, but 

Christ liveth in me,"206 ana of bis fellow Christians he said, "For ye are 

dead, and your life is hid with Christ in God. "107 
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For St. Paul this commmion mant a very close persoml relationship 

between Christ and the believer, but it did not mean a complete identifi- 

Cation. The Christian became like Christ, but he did not become Christ. 

The initiate into the rites of Mithra on the other hand would say of his 

gpd, "Thou art I, and I am Thoue"298 gt. Paul had very valid reasons for 

stressing his persom2 commmion with Christs He had himself experienced 

& miraculous conversion on the road to Damscus.229 There he had person~ 

ally seen Christ end: heard Him speak to hime From that day on he felt 

that whether ke lived or died he belonged to the lord. But this was only 

because Christ had reached down and rescued him, not because he had clined 

up and found God. Although Mithra held the position of Mediator, this can- 

muion with him was the result of man's striving for union by becoming ini- 

tiated into the mysteries, not because of any gracious descent on the part 

of a deity. 

Upon a closer study of the sacraments of Christianity anid those of 

Mithraism, a further basic difference presents itself. There can be no 

doubt that the Mithraists believed In the ex opere onerato effactiveness 

of their baptism and of thelr commmion male This was true of all the 

rites of the various mystery religions. They always supposed a megical 

imtervention, mot clearly understood, lt surely believed to be present .210 

Because of this migical association, it wes necessary for instance, in the 
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Eleusinien nysteries, that the formiae connected with the rites should be 

pronounced with the correct intomation, Jest they be of no value.l41 Yor 

this reason, 1% was absolutely essential that the rites be performd only 

by priests. 2 

Those who assume a close relationship between the sacraments of the 

uystery religions end those expounded by Ste Paul operate on the principal 

that St. Paul himself held the ex opere operato view of the sacraments. 

There is, however, no support in the Pauline epistles for such 2 view, and 

there te a great deal that speaks against ite The fact that St. Paul was 

  

not sucha “sacramentalist’3 26 shown already in his ettitude toward 

circumcision: 

. He is not a Jew which is one outwardly; neither is that circumcision 
which is outward in the flesh: but he is a Jew, which is onc iImvardly; 
and Cinpueetsion is that of the heart, in the spirit, and rot in the 
letters Lit 

Or again he says, "In Jesus Christ neither civcumcision availeth anything 

nor uncircumeision, but faith which worketh by Jovee™415 Paul was not con- 

dering circumeision as being evil or harzful, but was merely stating that 

the mere rite was of no value, and that vhether one was circumcised or un- 

circumeised, God would still justify him only through faith. 126 
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Particularly with regard to the doctrine of baptism it maa been al- 

leged that the Pauline expression of that doctrine indicates sacramental- 

ism. It is true that Ste Paul says, “we are buried with Him by baption 

into death, "217 out the expression “by baptism™ does not man that it is 

the:mere act of applying water to a pexson that gives to him the benefits   
of Christ's death and resurrections Vor Ste Paul there is one thing that = 

mies the work death and resurrection of Christ valid for a person, and 

that is his faith. 18 

The passage which is probably mst quoted to show that St. Paul be- 

lieved in the ex opere operato efficacy of the sacraments is 1 Corinthians 

15:29, where Paul speaks of a baptiom for the Gead (panzieys Suep tev vexpisry 

which my have been a custom of the church at one time. It has never yet 

been conclusively determined emetly what the nature of this custom was, 

and therefore 16 is not logically sound to use this passage to attempt to 

prove Paul's sacramntalions Even if this were a common custom of the 

Corinthian Christians, St. Paul does not in this passage in any way sanc- 

tion it, but mrely uses it as on example to show the inter-relation of the 

resurrection of our bodies to the resurrection of Christe449 Tt is thus 

imossibie to prove from the New Testament that elther Jesus, the disci- 

Dies, or the fpostle Paul considered the sacraments to be efficacious by 

the mere outward performing of the act, as was the opinion held by the fol- 

iswers of the mystery religions. 
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Another nolnt which speaks against any sacreamentalion in St. Paul ts 

that he never confined the administration of these sacraments to a priest= 

hood. In the mystery religions, also in Mithraism, this was one.of the 

specific functions of the pater./0 It is significant, however, that not 

Once does the Hew Testament mention priests as being among the “gifts” of 

Christ to His Church. The only "priests" in the Christian church are the 

people who have come to faith in Mis atonement.!@1 

Furthermore, it should be noted that St. Paul nowhere ascribes an ab-~ 

solute necessity to elther taptian or the lord's Supper. If baptism hed 

bean an absolute necessity for salvation, it would have been an admission 

of negligence for St. Paul to state, "I thank: God that I baptized none of 

you, but Crispus and Gaius.™22 mven Jesus refused to pronounce on the 

absolute necessity of baptism when He said, “He that believeth and is bap- 

tized chal be saved; but he that believeth not shall be damed.™@3 the 

same lack of absolute necessity is true of the iord's Supper, by the very 

fact that those who receive 26 are to first examine themselves, 224 and 

this avtomtically excludes a considerable nmurber of peoplee In the mys- 

tery religiong however, these rites of initiation were absolutely neces- 

sary, especially that of baptism 225 
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The Observance of Sunday as a Day of Worship 

It has frequently been suggested by many historians!26 thet almst | 

all of the present festivals observed by the Christian clurch have their 

origin In corresponding pagan festivals of pre-Christian timese Although 

it would be imossible to consider every mjor and minor church festival 

from this angle, it my be well to consider the three days to which pagan 

origins are mst frequently attributed. These are Sunday as the weekly 

day of worship, Christus, ani Easter. In mking this study, one is um- 

dev a mich mpre serious handicap than in the study of the actual theologi- 

cal teachings of Christianity as compared to Mithraiom For the choiee of 

certain dsys on which to worshlp are mtters of pure custom, and the Scrip- 

tures do not pronounce any regulations governing the choice of such dayse 

The Christian celebration of these days can therefore be considered only 

from the viewgoint of what the carly Christians did, rather than from wnt 

Christ commnded them to do, for it is extemely doubtful that Christ ever 

Gave such communis. 

It seems to be an establiohed fact that the first day of the week, 

Sunday, vas for many centuries before Christ, especially devoted to Mithra.”“7 

This seems to be quite understandable since Mithre was primrily a sun-god, 

and therefore his day should be the Sun-day, a name which we still apply} 

that day in our owm times. Jesus Himelf, for practical reasons, and also 

to fulfill the requirements of the Mosaic few, observed the Sabbath es the 
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day of worship, “8 ena as a day on which to preach to others.129 st. Inke 

records that as late as the secomi misaionary journey of St. Paul, it was 

customary for preyers to be offered on the Sabbath; 139 and that 1t was also 

St. Paul's habit to speak to new prospects on the Sabbath, probably because 

at that time they would be gathered together in one place. 

In time, hovever, the Sabbath came to be mre and mre a distinguish- 

ing mrk of those who wanted to make of Christianity a form of neo-Judaisn, 

and St. Paul therefore was comelied to say, “Let no mn therefore judge 

yOu « « « in respect of a holy day » » » or a sabbath day."431 gms it be- 

Cane mre and wore common to observe Sunday instead of the Sabbath as the 

lord's Daye By the time of Ste Paul's third missionary journey, 1% was al- 

ready common practice among the Christians to assemble on the first day & 

the week, both for worehip and for the celebration of the Lord's Supper. 

Tims we read, “And upon the first day of the week when the disciples cam: 

together to break bread, Paul preached unto them."432 By the end of the 

first century, the first day of the week is actually designated "Tne Lord's 

Day.33 ane wettings of the Post-Apostolic fathers contain frequent re- 

ferences to Sunday as the accepted day of worship for Christians. 

What is of more interest to us, however, is the type of reasons the 

fathers gave for preferring Sunday over against the Sabbathe Writing to 

the Megmesians early in the second century, Ignatius speaks of “the Lord's 
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Day, on which our life too rose through Him and His death. » . _mi34 Bur 

ing the first half of the second century, Barmabas wrote, "This is why we 

also observe the eighth day with rejoicing, on which Jesus alco rose from 

the dead. . . .%35 one of the mst significant references to Sunday in 

the second century, and one which states also the reasons why the Chria- 

tiandchose this day is that mde by Justin Martyr. He is describing a 

Sunday Service of worship in Rome: 

And on the day called Sunday, all who live in the cities or in the 
country gather together to one place, and the memirs of the apostles 
or the writings of the prophets are read, as long as time permits; 
then when the reader has ceased, the president verbally fnustructs, 
and exhorts to the imitation of these good thingse Then we ali rise 
together and pray, and, as we before said, when our prayer is ended, 
bread and wine and water are brought, and the president in like mn- 
ner offers prayers and thanksgivings, according to his ability, and 
the people assent, saying "Amen."3 and there is a distribution to 
each and a participation of that over which thanks have been given, 
and to those who are absent a portion is sent by the deacons. « e« s 9236 

it 1s apparent therefore, that by the middie of the second century this 

congregation was observing a fairly complete worship service, together with 

the celebration of the Lord's Supper every Sunday. Justin Martyr then goes 

on to give the reasons for selecting Sunday for this worship: 

But Sunday is the day on which we ail hold our common assembly, becawe 
1% ls the first day on which God, having wrought a change in the dark- 
ness and mtter, made the worlds and desus Christ our Savior on the 
same dey rose from the dead. For he was crucified on the day before 
re of Saturn, and on the day after that of Saturn, which is the day 

the sun, having appeared to His eposties and disciples. « « «137 
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Ta view of the fact that Sunday had for centuries previously been de-~ 

dicated to the worehip of Mithra, and that the Christian apologists never- 

thelees propose entirely different reasons for having dnawead Sunday as their 

day of worship, the question presents itself, just why did the Christians 

decide to vorship on Sunday, insteed of any other day of the week? Tt has 

been suggested that Ste Paul is the first one who began to use Sunday as a 

day of worship, and thet since Mithraism had been strong in Asia Minor, 

particularly at Tarsus, the place of Paul's birth,239 the apostle directly 

borrowed the use of thic day from the Mithraists, in order to repiace the 

Sabtath.159 t+ should be noted, however, that the use of Sunday for wor- 

Ship was begun during the second missionary journey of Paul, or even before 

that time. Since Paul was constantly traveling at this time, 1t would have 

been impossible and ingractical for him to tey to limit his cervices to 

Sunday. Furthermre, Ste Paul who wrote to the Colossians to be on their 

Guard lest anyone try to judge them with respect to certain holy days, and 

thus mke fixed vorehip a matter of conscience, would have been the last 

One to @> ageinst his own principle and impose a certain day as the obliga- 

tory day of worship. 

Another theory based on the hypothesis that the Christian Sunday was 

borrowed from the Mithraists is that the early apostles chose this day in 

order to counteract the influence that Mithreism was gaining. By having 
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their meeting days the same as those of their rival cult, they would force 

People to show allegiance to one faith or the other, and in this way min- 

tain control over many of their own meubers who through their veak faith 

might be interested in exploring the mysteries of Mithra. The passage on 

which this hypothesis is usually based is that from the poet-apostolic trea- 

tise, the Didache. There the writer urges the Christians to gather toge- 

ther for commmion and worship “ara KuplaKny 6 Kupiou -%1 vt has been thought 

that this special emphasis is used to differentiate the lord's day of the 

lord, from the day commonly devoted to Mithre./4#2 This expression however, 

could well be translated, "the Lord's om day."43. as such the thought 

could be thet whereas every day mist be wholly dedicated to the lord, this 

one is His in a special way, insomuch as on this day the entire Christian 

commmity gathers for corporate worship. 

in oppoaltion to the theories that the church borrowed Sunday directly 

from Mithraiom, there stand the arguments advanced by the church fathers 

themselves, which have already been listed, namely that Sunday was chosen 

af a remenbrence of the day of creation, and as the day of Christ's resur- 

rection."”' tether the reasons advanced by the early fathers of the Chric- 

tian faith, or whether those proposed by modern historians are the valid 

ones, will probably forever remin undecided. History can record for us 
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facts and events, but 1t can never fully reveal inner mtives. These re- 

min forever in the realm of speculation unless explicitly stated. There 

is this in favor of the reasons advanced by the church fathers, namely that 

at the time Sunday was becoming popular as a day of public worship, Mith- 

raism was not yet very powerful along the Eastern shores of the Mediter- 

rancan, the azea tn which the custom undoubtedly begane!/5 thus whatever 

the reasons were for selecting Sunday as a day of worship, whether they 

Were for those proposed by dustin Martyr, or whether they were also an at- 

tempt to cope with . rival faith, it mst be admitted that the first éay 

of the week is uniquely suited to be the lord's special day, mostly because 

of the fact that Christ rose on that day, and thus provided the Christian 

faith with its very heart and core. 

Observance of a common date for the Hativity of the Delty 

Tt has been admitted by almst ell reputable scholars who concern then- 

selves with the subject, that the selection of the twenty-fifth day of 

December as the dey on vhich to commemmorate the birth of Jesus Christ was 

not one made by the apostolic or even the post-apostolic church. The apos-= 

tolic church did not seam to be concerned with the precise birthdate of the 

Christ. Even the evangelist St. Iuke, who as a historian is far mre pre- 

cise in his details than eny other evangelist, ani who mentions the tim 

during which Jesus was born, did not record His birthdate. Tt seems that 

the entire embasis on knowing one's birthdate was rather an Aryan custon 

and did not concern the dews very mach, 246 
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The date which the church first chose on which to remember the tori's 

birthday wc the sixth day of Jamary. This date was to commemorate His 

epiphany to the wise men of the East, His baptism, and only incidentally, 

Wis birth in Bethlehem. Thus it io thet the actual observance of December 

the twenty-fifth ac the day of Christ's birth camot be deted earlier than 

about 353 at Rome,!*7 and around 377 at Constantinople.1#8 x appears as 

though the choice of this day was a Girect borrowing from Mithraiom. Ac~ 

cording to the Julian caldendar, the winter solstice9 was set for the 

twenty-fifth day of Decexber.150 151 Because this day mrked the lengthen- 

ing of the sun's course through the sky, it was considered to be the birth- 

dey of the sun. Since the sun was associated with Mithra, the Sol Invictus, 

thie dey developed into one of the chief festivals of Mithraism. Along with 

the ceremony ani celebrations which very early began to accompany this day, 

there wac aiso a considerable amount of mral abandon ani carefree living. 

As the leaders of the Christian churches beheld the pagan observance of this 

festival, they soon realized that their peogle could not be alioved to take 

part in these ceremnies without definite danger to their spiritual lives. 

The resuit was that the Christion church decided to celebrate the physical 

birth of their own Savior on that very same dey. Inso doing, they were 

not stating their belie? thet Jesus Christ was actually torn on that day, 
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but that since the day of Hic birth was unknown, that day would be as ap- 

Propriate as any other in order to commemorate His incarnation. Perhaps 

it my be well to consider the report of a Syrian Christian regarding the 

choice of Deceuber the twenty-fifth as the day of the Nativity: 

The veason way the fathers transferred the celebration of the sixth 
of January to the twenty-fifth of Decerber was this. It was a cus- 
tom of the heathen to celebrate on the same twenty=fifth of Decerber 
the birthday of the Sun, at which they kindled lights in token of 
festivity. In these solemities and festivities the Christians also 
‘ook part. Accordingly when the doctors of the Church perceived 
that the Christians had a leaning to this festival, they took counsel 
axl resolved thet the true Nativity should be colezmized on that day | 
and the festival of the Epiphany of the sixth of January.152 

When present-day Christians discover that the day which they regard 

  
£0 highly as the birthday of Chrict was really based on a pagan religion, 

they are usunlly comewhat alarmed at this startling discovery. After con- 

Siderable reflection, they are apt to allow this thought to shake even the 

founiations of their Christian faith. Nowever, it is well to remenber that 

the only factor in this problem that can definitely be shown to be a bor- 

rowing, is the selection of the date. The date itcelf is of secondary in- 

portance. Of primary importance is the event of Christ's birth. History 

cannot disprove the authenticity of the actual event of Christ's birth. It 

is the actual birth of Christ which Christians today observe. The mere day 

On which they observe it 1s nothing more than a custom, as ave the lights, 

trees and other outer features comected with that season. Hor should it 

be strange that the Church would borrow the day for these celebrations 

from the pagan world. There are festivals which we observe in our Church 

today of purely extra-Christion origin, which we nevertheless observe with 

Geepest devotion in our churches, even though these are not in popular piety 
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comparable to the festival of the Nativity. New Year's Day is strictly e 

Secular day, and 1s in fact opposed to the calendar of the Church, which 

begins its new year with the first Sunday in Advent. Yes there is hardly 

& Christian Church today which on the first day of Jamusry doea not pay 

Sems recognition to the begiming of the new secular year. Another example, 

though less widespread, ie Mother's Day. Although this day is non-Biblical, 

and does not even concern itself with any event in the Life of Christ, it 

is widely obeerved vy Christian churches in the western world in spite of 

its recent origin.+53 A third example is Thanksgiving Day, which, although 

little mre than three centuries old, is nevertheless universally observed 

in Christien churches in the United States end Canada. 

While it is therefore true that the actual day of the twenty-fifth of 

Decerber was originally dedicated to the Invincible Sun, the fact that the 

church chose to use it to observe the birthday of the "Sun of righteousness"15+ 

in no way detracte from the historicity of the birth of Christ.1>> 

The Observance of a Common Date for the Resurrection of the Deity 

Tt has been suggested that just as the Christian Church borrowed the 

pagan festival of the invincible sun and applied it to the birth of its am 

oso mrs 
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Savior, so the Church also received her celebration of Easter from certain 

pagan custom.156 Tt mst be admitted that some of the mystery religions, 

notably that of Attis, gave a very ceutbral position to the doctrine of a 

crucified end risen detty. The améiversary of thia death and resurrection 

Was observed evory year at the time of the vernal equinox, usually around 

the third veek of March. In the cult of Attis, for example, the following 

custom vas observed:497 on the twenty-second day of March, a pine tree was 

cut and brought to the temple of Cybele. An effigy of a young mn was mde, 

Sled to the tree, and then crucified. The twenty-fourth day was called the 

"day of blood,” when the high priest vould lash his arms till they bled. 

This so incited the worshippers that they too began slashing themselves, 

even indulging in the act of supreme self-mitilation until the entire foot 

of the tree was covered with bloode At night the effigy was laid ina toub, 

and everyone mourned. Very carly the next morning, a light was brought and 

the ton was found to be empty. Sorrow turned to joy, and on the following 

day, there was unlimited carnival ani rioting. During this "Hilaria," 

everyone might do as he pleased, comeit any crime he wished, insult whom- 

ever he would, and be certain that the deed would not be punished. As far 

as Mithreism is concerned, there ic no evidence of any siniiar observance 

until the fourth centuxy. The chie# reference to such a custom among the 

Milthraists comes from the pen of the Christian Firmicius. He describes how 

the faithful would lay a stone izage ona bier late at night and then murn 

for it, as though this imge represented their dead god. The syzbolic corpse 
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Was then placed in a toub, and after a time was secretly withdrawn. Gres 

rejoicing followed thereon, and the priest annointed the throats of the 

devotees, nurmuring slowly, "Be of good courage; you have been instructed 

in the mysteries, and you #hal2 have salvation from your sorrow.258 wath 

regard to thie reference however, it must be remembered that Firmicus did 

not write until about the middle of the fourth century, end it is very pro- 

bable thet by that tim: Mithraism would have borrowed som details of this 

Observance from the cult of Attis, or even from ito rival, Christianity. 

Zo say that Chrictianity borrowed the observance of Easter from Mith- 

raism or even from the cult of Attis, is contradicting historical facts. 

From the references of almect all the early church fathers 1% 1s apparent 

that the resurrect: of Christ bad always been the central point of their 

theology, particularly in the churches of the Easte Easter therefore, was 

probably the enrliest church festival to become universally observed. Its 

Observance is indicated already in 1 Corinthians 5:5, as evidence of the 

fact tint thie festival dates back to apostolic times. There never was 

Q@ny question as to its observance, and the nature of that observance. The 

only question which did arise was one concerning the cxzact date on which 

Christ"s crucifision should be observed, whether on tho fourteenth of Hisan, 

regardless of the Gay of the week, or on a given Friday after the first full 

mon of the spring equinox. From the beginning it was clear to all that 

this day marked the physical resurrection of their Iord. Some of these dis- 

ciples had been present when Christ was betrayed into the hands of His mr- 

derers. Others witnessed His trial, muy of them no doubt stood staring 
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at the center cross which bore Eims Even more were privileged to see Hin 

after Hie resurrection. Thus there is not the slightest possibility tit 

this great festival day could have had its origin in any outwardly anaio~ 

gous pagan rite. In the minds of all concerned, it was an historical event.159 

The Probien of Relationship 

Between Christianity and Mithraison 

Basic Views and Attitudes Toward This Problen 

One purpose for the stuty of history is that the student my be able 

to ansilyze facts and evaluate poselble relationships between these facts. 

A grext deal has teen said end written regarding the reletionships of Mith- 

vaisnm to Christianity. Some views have been extremely radical, asserting 

elther that there was a wholesale borrowing from Mithraism by Christianity, 

or that Christianity was merely en outgrowth of the former. These views 

usually come from mea who are amlous to find in all religions a basically 

commn theology. Thus for inatance, Carpenter even goes so far ag to say 

that Christianity was basically identical not only to Mithraisn, but to 

all the nystery religions. Concerning the Apostle'a Creed, he writes: 

One has only, instesd of the word “Jesus” to read Dionysus, or 
Krishna or Hercules or Osiris or Attis, and instead of “Yhry" to 
insert Semele or Devaki or Alcmone or Helth or Nana, and for Pon- 
tius Pilate to use the mam of any terrestrial tyrrant who coms 
into the corresponding story, ani jo! the creed #256 an all porti- 
culsrs into the rites and worship of a pagan god. 
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Hany Germn scholars agree with thie bacie supposition. Tims, when Zeipoldt 

Speaks of the fact that there was once a Mithraeum under the present loca- 

tion of the church of St. Clement in Rome, he says, 

Gas ist kein Zufall (that the Mithracum is gust one story under the 
original altar of the oli ch) . » » die eine Religion wurde die 
Nachfoigerin der anderane 

A sinllar viewgoint is held by Schnofder, a contemporary ‘German scholar, 

vho states that all the previous ideas of the mystery-delties became cry~ 

Stalized in Chrict, custom were directly borrowed from the nysteries, aul 

therefore the transition of an individual from the mysteries to Christian-~ 

ity was no serious move. 1 

On the other hand, there have undoubtedly been those who, although 

thely voice vee not generally heard, steadfastly believed and taught that 

there was absolutely no similarity between Christianity ani the mystery re- 

ligions, anil that these pagan religions could certainly not have influenced 

the Church which Jesus Christ founded upon earth. Such a viewpoint, how- 

ever, can be held only if one is ignorant of the historical facts, or 

blind to them. 

Before we can come to a decision which is historically accurate, we 

tust realize that in mking comsarisons and evaluating relationships, cer- 

tain distinctions mist be maintained. It is one thing to consider the re- 

Jationship of the mystery religions to the actual Gospel of desus Christ, 

as taught by Him, by Bis apostles, and as expressed in the canonical writ- 
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ings of the Hew Yestammt, and 1¢ is quite another thing to speak of the 

influence of the mystery religions on the church itself, particularly on 

the post-capostolic church. Along with this distinction there mst be ob- 

Served a further distinction as to the exact mature of this relationship. 

We can speak of a relationship or an influence in three areas, in mterial 

content of the opposing theologies, in the modes of expression and termi- 

nology which vas employed, ond in the meaning and sense which this ternt- 

nology was to convey. What my be a similarity in one of these areas, my 

be @ radical difference in another. 

Relationship of itithraism to the Christianity of the Hew Testament. 

We shall consider first the possible influence of the mystery reli- 

Gions, particularly of Mithraism, upon the theology of the New Testament. 

it mst first of all be stated that there cannot be the slightest thought 

of any influence by the mystery religions upon the theology of Jesus Hin- 

self. Thxroughous His ministry, He mde it apparent to all that His theo- 

logy was not of this earth, but from heaven!63 ana thus hed a cupermatura2 

Origin. He had com not to declare the word of men, but the word of God, 

more than that, to declare God Himelf.5 the doctrine He taught was mot 

His, as a man, but came from Him who Ind sent Him.©5 me who had the words 

of eternal life did not have to borrow from any thoughts of men. Thus Jesus 

Himself excluded the possibility of eny human influence ugon the mnterial, 

form, and meaning of His theology 
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In considering the theology of St. Paul, some scholars ere mre ready 

to suggest 2 possible influence by the mystery religions. The mst extreme 

View is probably hela by Carpenter who says that St. Paul himsel¢ was "quite 

: possibly an initiate in the uystertes. "265 Angus proposes a mderating view 

by suggesting that 

46 a wise missionary, eager to bring the Gentiles to Christianity, 
Paul wis not the mn to refuse to avail himsel? of the propaeduetic 
value of the current sacramental ideas of his converts from the pa- 
Gan guilds, for whon the mysterics lad proved a “paedagogue to Christ" 
as the Iaw to Israel. 

Schneider says that Paul openly advocated this theory of borrowing from the 

mysteries by saying, “all things are yours, and you are Christ's. 9268 He 

conciuies, "damit war von Anfang an dem Christentum die Moeglichke!t gege- 

  

ben, @fe antike Welt in sich aufzunehmen. "269 

Tn considering any possible relationship between St. Paul and the 

mystery religions, the general attitude of St. Paul for pagin thinking 

should be kept in ming. [ts words to the Corinthians indicate the extrem   
&@version St. Pauli had for any and all pagan theology, even 1f it pretended 

%O present itcelf wider 2 Christian disguise: 

Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellow- 
ship hath righteousness with unrighteousness? and what comamion bath 
light with darimess? . » « Wherefore come out from armng them, and be 
ye separate.+f0 

To St. Paul, the theology of the pagan religions ws nothing but the theo- 

logy of the devil, and “what concord hath Christ with Pelial?"71 tThere~ 
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fore, in view of this complete despisal of the vanity of Gentile religions, 

it is extremly doubtful that St. Paul borrowed any of the theological con- 

tent of the mystery religions. 

Some of those who have not been willing to accuse Sts Paul of borrow- 

ing doctrinal content from pagan theology have nevertheless fet that the 

terminology of St. Paul's epistles is largely colored by the terminolosy 

of the mystery religions. The words of which St. Paul is mst frequently 

accused of borrowing from the mysteries are: Yureyjov » pu) Kds » 

MvEUpaTiKOg 3 MvEupd 9 ZEAE/OS 5 End Kdpros 4 21 these words were 

part of the theological nomenclature of the pagan cults of the Hellenic 

  
World. St. Paul uses the tern Jruiiprov twelve times in his epistles, but 

this term was used clmost as mny times in the Septuagint version of the 

Bible, one with which St. Paul mos no doubt intimtely acquainted. The 

words referring to the epirlt of mn, yufsros 9 VE Ups Aen » and WVEiAd ; 

played a very large part in the doctrines of the mystery religions. While 

the Hebrew counterparts of these words were undoubtedly well known to St. 

Paul, it is quite possible that his decision to use these particular vords 

was at least partly the result of thelr commn usoge in the Hellenic world 

at that time. These words, 1¢ should be noted, wore not the peculiar pro- 

perty of the mystery religions, even as their corresponding English countex- 

farts are not today limited to professional theologians, but form part of 

the current vocabulary of the commn people. This, while these words my 

have been dictated by their Hellenic use, this is still not to say that St. 

Paul used them because they vere important words in the mystery cults. The 

word TE/£/05 was used in the mystery religions to speak of the spiritual 

perfection of the initiate. But that Ste Paul did not necessarily heave to 

borrow the term from these sources is brought out by the fact that both the
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Septuagint*7@ and Paul's contemporary, Philo, also mike use of the word.273 

Although the tern Kypios is used frequently in the mysteries, particularly 

in Mithreiom, it was already a familder term to Sts Paul fron tts very amie 

use in the Beptusgiati |: From this brief overview of Ste Paul's termino- 

logy, 1t can be seen thet the apostle did not have to turn to the mystery 

religions for his theological vocabulary, but that it was suggested to hin 

both by his study of the Septuagint, and by the current popular terminology 

around hin. 

fo a lesser extent, Ste John hes also been accused of using ternim- 

logy derived from the wystevy religions. The Johamino concept mst fre- 

quently mentioned in thie comection is that of Christ the Ianb of God, and 

salvation therefore consisting in being washed in the blood of the lanb.*T5 

Outwunily, there does seem to be 9 comection with the taurobolium of the 

lystery religions. However, it should be remonbered that John was a Jew, 

not a Greeke It 1s therefore mre probable to believe that this concept 

Would have its origin in the Old Testament sacrificial system, where the 

blood of the Janbs and goats slain in sacrifice, pointed ahead to the Ianb 

of God who should take avay the sings of the worla.276 

Pinaliy, it mst be noted that a mere similarity in theological voca- 

bulary does not in the slightest degree Indicate a necessary sinilarity in 

the moaning of these wordge A look at current theological thought ani ex- 

pression brings this point cute Toa large degree, the various branches of 
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1PRobertson, “Mithraism,” in Religious Sgstems of the World, p. 202. 
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Sy inshine hin, tounrd the uvgteriggs for Mithraiem at least, was almst non- 
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the Christien Church are today using a compn vocabulary, and even phrases 

Which were once the distinct heritage of a particular body have become the 

commn property Of sil. And yet it would be totally incorrect to say that 

this common vocabulary is accompanied by a commn theology. For although 

‘the same words are used, these words often have en entirely different con-   notation for different peoples A similar sitution prevailed at the time 

Of St» Paul. The apostle md to use certain words when speaking of God’s 

Dilan for men. If he would invent new words ao he proceeded, his commmi- 

cation would be meaningless. But the:mere fact that he used existing words, 

in no way implies that he almyt wed vhs existing manings of these words. 

Relationship of Milthraiom to Post-Apostolic Christianity 

When considering the influence of Mithraisn upon post-apostolic Chris- 

tianity, it mst be recognized that there is a definite difference in the 

significance of such an influence from any influence upon the theology of 

the How Testament itself. Already at the time of Ste Paul, there were ten- 

Gencies in the Christian churches to discount the Pauline emphasis on faith 

in the righteousness of God through Christ, and to stress “imowledge" of God 

and of divine things.“7 Because of this emphasis on yvaowis this tendency 

became known as Gnosticisme During his lifetime, Paul fought this evil with 

bitter vehemence, lest his Christians would lose their true source of wis- 

dom, Christ. After Paulie death, and particularly after the death of the 
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last of the apostles, St. John, this sect became very influential: particu- 

Javiy in the churches of Asia Minor where it could mingle with Greek phi- 

losophy. In Gnosticiom, therefore, the mystery religions fod an open 

door, by which their influence: could invade the Christian church.!7@ As a 

zesult, Christianity came under the direct influence of a syncretism which 

represented almst every form Of philosophy in the Hellenic world, from the 

idealism of Plato to the dualism of Mithreism. Exactly how widespread Gnos- 

ticicm was duzing its eyex in the second century will probably never be de- 

termined, but it bas been suggested that for a time, the m jority of those 

who considered themselves to be Christians, were followers of some type of 

Gnoaticiom. +79 

Hovever, 1% was not in the form of Gnosticism thet the mystery reli- 

Glons attempted to bear the greatest influence upon Christianity. About 

the time that Gnosticism was dying out, Manichaeism was entering the Chris- 

tian world from the Baste With its very strong emphasis on dualisn, due to 

its Persian background, Manichaeism offered a basic view of mn and God that 

was very similar to that of Mithreiome And so 1% was in this cult, mre 

than in any other, that Mithraism wes able to exert a very definite infiu- 

ence on the Christian church, particularly after the beginning of the fourth 

century. Thus it was that even St. Augustine, before his conversion to or= 

thodox Christianity was a follover of Manichetaa. "9 

  

LTognore is evidence to believe that the Gnostics adopted the namo 
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Of deeper interest.is the influence which the centuries of Gnosticism, 

Manichseism, and the uystery religions had upon the theology and plety of 

the common Christian people. The full extent of this influence will pro=- 

bably never be determined, but a few scattered references are enough to con- 

vince us that the influence must have been considerable. Perhaps it my be 

Only @ slight over-enpimsis to say, as does Schneider, that during these 

centuries, it was possible to select any practice of the mystery-religions, 

as long as it wes not too bicarre or offensive, relate it to Christ, end it 

would tls be mide acceptable.482 re one wanted to compare Christ to any 

of the pagan deities, 1% was only necessary to place before the nama of the 

Gelty, the adjective “true.” Thus Tertulifan even says of Christ: "Hic enin 

est verus Prometheus. "1&2 Som recent archaelogical discoveries have indi- 

cated even more the confusion that often existed in the minds of Christians 

Who could not always see the distinction between Christ and the pagan dei- 

ties. hus there wes recently discovered, under the present church of Ste 

Peter's in Roms, a mesic showing Christ end Helios!3 riding the chariot 

of the cune2%+ ynaer the church of St. Sebastian at Rome, several interest- 

ing graves have been excavatede On one of these, the deceased is pictured 

&5 enjoying a sacred banquet, standing before a judge dressed like a Romn 

tmMgictrate, and in other ways this grave is mrked by the typical pagan in- 

Scriptions. Yet to all this there is added the figure of the Good Shepherd, 

indicating that the deceased was very likely a Christian. 25 
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This strange mixture of Christianity with pagan mystery cults vas ex- 

pressed even in the deily devotion of some early Christians. As late as the . 

fifth century, it was customry in certain areas for those who were nominal 

Christians to bow their heads at the rising of the bright sun in the East, 

Gnd muxmr, “Have mercy upon use’ The fact that they did this along side 

mny who were openly unchristian, indicates that this act of devotion was 

very likely « direct eurvivel of Mithraism./© z+ shoula not surprise us, 
however, to notice the lingering influence which the mystery religions had 

upon those who sincerely believed themselves to be Christians. Christien- 

“sy Was stlll in its formative pericd.s Her converts were almst entirely 

of pagan background. Cumont well summrizes what our charitable reaction 

should be as we consider these doctrinal inconsistencies among the early 

Christians. He asks, 

Should we be astonished if the miltitudes of devotees failed élways 
%o observe the subtle distinctions of the doctors, and if in obedience 
to a pagan custom they rendered to the radiant star of day the homege 
which orthodoxy reserved for God? 

We camnot approve the actions of such Christians, but neither can we be too 

astonished at theme 

Factors Which Underline Basic Differences 

It mist also be remonbered that such misdirected devotion on the part 

of individvel Christians in no way implies that the cardinal truths of the 

Christian religion, particularly as these truths are expressed in the New 

Testament, were the victims of Mithraic influence. Two historical factors 
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attest to the Independent origin of Christianity. One of these is the time 

factor. Most reputable historians will agree that Mithraism exerted only a 

Very limited influence, Lf any influence at all, during the time that Jesus 

anf the apostles lived. Certainly the influence of Mithraism wes very weak   Slong the castern shores of the Mediterranean, in the Jand of Palestine es- 

pecially, during the time that the New Testament was being written. 18 It 

hap also been observed that in all his writings, Plutarch’ does not refer 
to Hithre move than about half a dozen times.199 While this by no means 

proves % Mithveism was imctive, it does Indicate that Mithraisn was not 

producing any vorld-sheking revolution, or talking the entire Roman Empire 

by storm.191. Yoon noting that Tertullian resorted to calling the rites of 

Mithraism prefabrications of the devil" rather than openly accusing it of 

Piaglerism, one may think that this is a concession to the earlier origin 

of Mithreiom. It should be observed, however, that when Julian wrote against 

Christianlty, he did mot accuse Christianity of borrowing from Mithraisn 

elther.“93 

  
The other historical factor which mist be considered is that of the 

éifferent geographical and social spheres of influence enjoyed by Mithraicn 

ané by Christianity. igh The euriiest advances of Christianity were mde 
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into the southern sections of Asia Minor, and also eastward into Syria. Its 

carly spread into Europe proper was confined largely to a few cities in 

eeece and the city of Home. Of these areas, about the only one in which 

Mithvaism was also strong was Roma. ‘The other strong areas of Mithraiscn 

in Europe were north of the Danube and along the valley of the Rhine. Dur- 

ing the first century at least, the only areas where a conflict of any. di-   Musions might have been possible were the city of Rome and possibly nor- 

thern Africa .795 

Besides this geographical difference, there was also &@ difference in 

the social strata allong which Mithraism and Christianity spread. While both 

these religions appealed to the lower classes of people, thoy still enjoyed 

& very different type of growth. Christianity's growth was to a large cx- 

tent based on the diaspora. As such 1t wus to a lerge extent a religion of 

the cities. Mithraism on the other band was the religion of the army. As 

such it did not necessarily center in cities, but rather followed the Homan 

@arrisons wherever they Wonte These garrisons were generally located in the 

outlying areas of the empire, to mintain the Pax Roma. Mithraism’s 

Spread was also aided by the imortation of slaves and the transferring of 

governmental officers.49° yaturally very few of those vho were thus asso- 

ciated with the government were Christians, because of the mutual disfavor 

that existed between the Christians and the Roman government. 
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One further voint should be noted which minimizes the possibility of 

any serious influence of Mithreism on early Christianity. The Christian re- 

ligion had its historical roots deeply set in Judaism. Although it later 

incorporated many emphases and concepts which were Romn in form, it was 

etill originally 6 Palestinian religion. Jesus Himself was 2 Jew, 2 direct   descendent of Davic.297 421 the disciples of Jesus were Jewse Although Paul 

himself was born in Asia Minor, the fect that he was a Pherisee, end a very 

strict one, chows that he was through and through a Jew -- "an Hebrew of bhe 

Hebrews."495 age Jew, Jecus recognized thet Wis first responsibility was 

toward His fellow Jewe.199 He placed tis came obligation on His éisciples.“°2 

it therefore follows that any customs or doctrines which may have been con- 

won to Judeism and other religions (such as the atonement for sin, original 

Sin, etc.,) were ideas borrowed directly frou duéaism, ana not from the pa- 

Gn religions. 

Factors Which Account for Outward Similarities 

But the emphusizing of these points of @ifference between Mithraism 

and Christienity does not remove the inevitable question, “How then can ve 

account for the muny similarities in doctrine and customs between Mithraism 

and Christianity that have been pointed out?" To be historically honest, 

One should be willing to admit frankly that there have been cases where 
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Christienity Gia borrow from Mithraism.e The adoption of the twenty-fifth 

day of Deceriber to observe the birthday of Christ has already been pointed 

oute There was no valid reason why the Church should not choose this day. 

Tt would therefore be unfair to censure the Christian Church for this step. 

Thus Sheldon feels: 

What Clement of Alexaniria said of Greek philosophy, namely that it 
had the office of schoolmeter to bring the HellenZe ming to Christ, 
might be concelvably said of the mystery religionse The primcy of 
Christianity is not denied by any agencies that prepare the ground 
for ite om ultimate dominion“? 

A second possible way of explaining the similarities between Mithraism 

ani Christianity would arise from a coneideration of the basic aims of any 

religion. Every religion aims to oatiefy basic needs. If it a4a not do this, 

it would never gain any followers. ‘Thus every religion mist at least attempt 

to show one how he can fing the favor of the doity, and 1t mst give him some 

assuring answer regarding his hope for a life to com. These are the abso- 

lute basic considerations with which every religious system has to deal. B- 

cause of these common basic goals, it ia only natural that some similar doc- 

trines would arise. This probably explains why the idea of a medlating deity 

28 common to so miny religions. It my also explain why ‘most religious sys- 

tems teach an incarnation of the delty, inadequate or grotesque es 1% my he. 

This fact may also explain why all religions have something to say of the af- 

ter life, with most of them holding to soma form of the immortality of the 

soul, whether as a separate continuing entity or as e reincarnation. 

However, to say all this is not to say that Christianity io merely the 

evolution of these features common to all religions, and thus represents the 
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highest form of the development of these religious idess.“0? py the cane 

token, to say that the very nature of a religion demnda that it reconcile 
God and mn 49 not to say that Christ's reconciliation of mn to God was 

mrely such an idea expressed by some carly fishermen turned apostles. - Like- 

Wise, to say that because of their very nature, religions often propose an 

incarnation, crucifixion and resurrection of their deity, 15 not to say that 

Christ's incarnation, crucifixion, and resurrection can be mythologized in 

the came way. ‘The @ifference between the incarnation, crucifixion, and re- 
Surrection of Christ and the similar beliefs regarding other deities, is 

that for Christ they were actually real events. Thus, although in the study 

of comparative religions many commn doctrines present themselves as being 

Cutwardly similar, there 1s a world of inward difference between Christianity 

and any other religion. 

<n accounting for the many similarities between Christianity and Mith- 

Taisn in particular, one other fector should be noted. Except for an inei- 

dental reference by Cumont,293 hardly any writer alludes to this factor. An- 

Other reason for the similarity of Christianity to Mithraism my be attribu- 

ted to the Jewish exiie in Babylon during the sizth century BC. It was ap- 

proximtely in these same areas that Mithraiom, still under the guise of Zo- 

*Oastrienisn, was gaining grounde There it undoubtedly came into contact with 

Gudaism. Judaism vas not a religion that would easily be swallowed up. Thiough- 

out their exile, the Jews held to their cherished hopes as expressed in their 

———_______. 

202these views are expressed by Robertson, “Mithraisn™ in Religious 
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Sacred writings. Wndoubiedly the Jevs alao observed their Passover mal, 

48 well as conditions would permit. It is not unreasomble to suppose that 

the common meal of Mithraism could have been influenced by this Jewish cus- 

tome Hor 1s it impossible that Mithraiem my heve borrowed some of its ideas 

of Mithra as Mediator from the Jewish belle? in the Messiah. The occasional 

reference to a kind of “virgin-birth" for Mithra®°" coula also conceivably 

have beon suggested by the prophecy of a virgin-birth of the Jewish Messiah. 

  

  Et is admitted that in each of these ereas, Mithraiom presented some ideas ) 

that are definitely not Jewlsh, and thus a wholesale borrowing from Judaism 

would be out of the question. The above theory has been suggested morely to 

show that the weight of guilt in borrowing ts by no mans against Christian- 

tye 

The entire problem of the relationship of Mithreism to Christianity ts 

one which we, who are centuries removed from the issue, can never hope to 

solvee In this regard, Cumont sounds a very sober word of caution against 

all. those who would jump to hasty conclusionse He writes, "We cannot pre- 

sume to unravel today a question which divided contemporaries and which shalt 

doubtless Zoxever remain insolubles"205 he honest fact 4s that we are not 

surficiently acguainted with either Mithraism itself or with primitive Chris- 

tianity to be able to discern the thoughts that stood behind the writings and 

inscriptions we bave received from that age.e While it is undoubtedly true 

that there was a certain amount of borrowing in both directions, in the m- 

jority of these cases ve can merely propose this exchangg, but cannot really 

prove it. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THs ULTEMATE VICTORY OF CHRISTIANITY 

Mithraion Seemed Gutwardly Assured of Victory 

The statement has been mde that "If Christianity had been checked in 

its growth by some deadly disease, the world would fave becom Mithraic."~ 

Although this 1s merely an opinion, and my be somevhat emggerated, it mst 

be admitted thet during the third and early part of the fourth centuries, 

Hithraism presented the mst formidable enemy thet Christianity had t111 that 

time knowne In order to appreciate the significance of the victory of Chris- 

tianity over Mithraiom, 1t is therefore well to take note of the heights ulich 

lilthraism had been able to reach. During the letter half of tie third cen- 

tury, the security of the Roman Empire was being severely threatened by the 

invasion of the barbarian hordes into Daciae In the midst of this Insecur- 

ity and confusion, the only factor which seemed to remain stable was the Ro- 

tan army, and it was on it that the emerors placed their entire confidence. 

It was only natural therefore, that the religion which the soldiers profes- 

sed, namely Mithraism, would also thereby become highly respected. One in- 

mediate result of this renewed support was that Aurelian openly endorsed the 

religion of the Sol Invictus in 273 AeMe= The action of Diocletian in 307, 

whereby he proclaimed Mithra as patron God of the empire has alresdy been 
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noted.? At this time, Constantine asceniled the throne of the Romn Empire. 

Although he is generally recognized as the one who gave the first signi?i- 

cant sanction to Christianity, it should be noted that even he did not really    
  

persecute Mithraism, but to som extent recognized and tolerated it. It has . 

been suggested! that before his cnnversion to Christianity, he himself my 

have held some iMithraic beliefes? Constantine's successors surpassed their 

father in openly legislating against paganiem. It was perticularly under 

Constans, the son of Constantine who controlled what is today Italy thet ya-   
fnion suffered its worst setbacks. In 34% he banned pagan sacrifices and 

ordered all pagen temples closea.6 Constentins, the ruler of the eastern 

section of the empire, similarly persecuted and oppressed paganisn. 

Without doubt the greatest mjor reaction against Christianity and for 

pagnnism came under Julfan, who ruled for nineteen mnths from 361-363, and 

who, because of his adverse ideas, has been designated “Julian Apostate.” 

dulian was probably baptized a Christian, but 2% has been suggested that in 

his early youth he had been led to the mysteries of Mithraism by the philo- 

sopher Moxiums of Ephesus. ! His devotion to paganism was sincere. When he 

therefore became emperor, he openly proclaimed himself to be e pagan, ani 

did all in his power to introduce pagenism in Constantinople. His new faith 
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Ja though Constantine is mentioned here in passing only, the entire 
question of his relationship to paganion and Christianity 2c one which will 
almys prove mst intriguing. Suffice it to sey here that 1t was Constan- 
tine tho in 313 A.D., im his Edict of Toleration, introduced the first m- 
jor legislation that favored the Christian Church. 
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Was more then the old mysteries of Mithra howevere Although the god of Mith- 

raiom never Jacked the centzal position 4n his devotion, ho added to this 

cult, a vell-rounded philosophical and cultura? system. Por this reason 2% 

hag been suggested that Julian presented one of the mot powerful threats 

to Christiantty, since he proposed to fight 26, not with force, but with 

taena.® Julien openty propagendived in favor of Mithrofon. In 3, write   dag to the Alexanivians, he cayc, 

i2e you blind to the splendour whieh issues frou the Sun? Are you 
ignorant that He gives i4fe to all anim is an? ail piants? This Sun 
that Inmumanity hac seen and honored fron all cternity, whose worskin 
2c the ssurce of happiness, in the living impo, animte, ration 
and beneticlent, of the Intelligible rather.9 

On another occasion he hag Heras say to hin: 

So thee, E have given to know Mithra, thy Father. Do thou thereZore 
Sbeerve his commnde, providing for thysei£ in thie life a sure cable 
ani anchorage, and vith a Joyous confidence sesuring kT thyself’ when 
thou depurtest henee the gracious guidance of the goa.29 

It ceems hovever, that dulfan believed that a certain amnmt of porse- 

cution might help to convince the Christious that they should renzunce Christ 

Tor Mithes anil Julfane Patriarch George of Alexandria wie one who suffered 

csucl muvler because he tried to erect a Christion church upon the suine of 

@ Mithrceun. Juldan*s persecution of the Chrietians was not destined to lat 

Jonge In 262 ulten set out in battle against the Persian army. dust at the 

point when hie vietory scomd assured, ho wae suldeniy surrounded by Peraia: 
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troops and mrtally woundede Julian thus died under the mst ominous con- 

Gitions. Ee wes going to conquer the Jand that geve him his religion, ana 

he died in the act. It is easy to surmise how this fact mst have been 

seriously noted by both the friends en@ enemies of Mithre. Julian's defeat 

undoubtedly dia mach for the army also, and led them to seek a roligion mre 

favorable than the one they felt had betrayed and defeated their commnier. 

With Julian's death, Mithreism was doomed to failure. Hevertheless in 

spite of the fact that 4t received a met decisive blow at the hand of Theo- 

Gosius in 394, i% lingered mich longer in various parts of the empire. Thus 

the Hilthraeun of Sarrebusg™ gor example, seems to have been in use t4111 

about 400 A.D." in the Alps, it is quite possible that Mithraiom eniured 

into the begliming of the fifth century, although ite observance was not very 

widespread. Thus it con be said thet by aepproximtely 400, most of the Mith- 

raea were destroyed, and the cult which had once swept over the Roman world 

ta become the favored religion of the emperors had now fallen in defeat, to 

be followed by a comparatively new religion of insignificant beginnings in 

the hills of Judea. 

Reasons for the Victory of Christianity 

Alleged Reasons 

As a student of history views the popularity which Mithraism enjoyed in 

the third century, and then considers how this widely accented cult was over- 
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Shrown by a faith which was at first despised and condemed, end which ori- 

Ginated in the despised land of the Jews, he cannot but ask for the reasons 

‘that accounted for this phenomenal reversal. Scores of reasons have been 

Sdvanced, some true, others less than half-trues Gibbons, for instance, 

lists the following as the reasons for the ultimate victory of Christianity 

Over Mithraism:"5 the enthusiasm of the early Christians, the belfef in in- 

mrtality, the mizacles of Christ and Hie apostles, the high ethical code of 

Christianity, and efficient organization on imerial patterns. But even a 

surface glance at these alleged reasons, shows that with the exception of 

the third factor listed, all of these can in varying degrees be attributed 

to Mithraism as welle Perhaps the miracles of Christ end His apostles vere 

unique and outstaniing, and they undoubtedly did mech for the people who ac- 

tually witnessed then, or heard about them first-hand. But those who vere 

two ox three centuries removed from them could easily have denounced their 

validity, even though they actually did occur. 

Political and social factors have often been mentioned as contributing 

to the cause of the Christian victory. While these factors undoubtedly helboi 

Christianity, many of them helped the mystery religions as vell. Thus the 

unification of the Greek world under Alexanéer and the common use of the 

Kaine enabled both the mystery religions end Christianity to spread, and 

did not favor the latter any mre than the former. It has been suggested 

that Christianity could teke refuge under the protection of Judaism, a "re= 

ligio lictts," and therefore it vas able to spread.” this is true, but 
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the same was also true of Withraiom. During its early years in the empire, 

it found shelter under the religio lictta of the Great Mther, but by the 

time it came into real conflict with Christianity it had becom a zeligio 

iicita in its ow right, and therefore had an even greater advantage than 

Christianity. Another political factor which undoubtedly assured Christi- 

anity of victory vas the sudden death of Julian. But Robertson attributes 

too much importance to Julian's death."9 wor even before Julian's apostasy, 

Christianity had been gaining the victory over Mithraism. Thus the victory 

of Christianity over Mithrdism can obviously not te attributed solely to po- 

litical or social factors.s There must have been an inherent superiority in 

Christianity that mde its ultimte victory inevitable. In order to fully 

understand the nature of this sugeriority, it will be well to consider first 

the Inherent wealmesses of the mystery religions that predestined them to 

failure. 

Basic Wealmesses of Mithraiam Led to its Downfell 

Mithreism, like all the other mystery religions, ws never ebie to di- 

vorce Lisel? from tts association with primitive naturalisn, astronomy, and 

magic. This remined true of Hithraism, in spite of its adultted superior- 

ity over the other mystery religionse Thus a bas-relief showing the commom- 

ration of the holy commmion meal of Hithraism shows the participants wear- 

ing grotesque meks, with long beaks.” another picture shows Mithra himelf 

  

i5dohn Me Robertson, Pagan Christs (Second edition; London: Watts and 
Coe, coIG11), De 335- 

16Jonamnes Teipoldt, Die Re m des Mithra in Bilderatias cur Reli- 
glonsgeschichte, herausgegeben von Haas (leipzig: A. Doichertsche Ver- 
legstuchhandiung, c.1930), Plate 46. 
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with a ran, a scorpion, and balances engraved upon his chest end thighs.17 

This association with naturalism and mgic was carried over even into the 

Worship of Mithraiom. Otherwise beautiful prayers are interspersed with 

directions as to proper breathing, shouting, ete.28 Even the Zend-Avesta, 

Tevered as it had become through the course of time was not free from this 

Wealmess. Thus for example, when Zarathustra asks Ahura Mazda, "What is the 

mst energetically mrtel act by which mrtels sacrifice to demons?" the 

enswer is: 

It is when men, conbing and cutting their hair, or cutting their 
nails, let them fa11 into holes or crevices. « « » Thou therefore 
« e e« when thou combest thy hair or cuttest thy mils, carry then 
ten paces from the faithful, twenty paces from the fire and fifty 
paces from the faithful faces of the baresmane » « 219 

Aiong with this degrading mic and superstition ‘there: vwes'also-a strong 

inclination toward astrology. In the yeers when Mithraien was gaining popu- 

larity, lts empmsis on astrology wes a definite asset. But in time, astro- 

logy became « dead weight which prevented Mithreiem from rising to higher 

tevels. \ihile the sun was a very conventent object of worship, it also 

weakened the position of any god who would have to share his position with 

that of the sun. ‘The Chrictian also revered the wonders of nature, but for 

hin, his God was above end beyond matures He was the creator and lord of 

nature, not on an equal or lower level than the heavens He had created. 

Another basic wealmess of Mithraism was its theology, or it is perhaps 

mre correct to say, its Jack of theology. What theology there was, con- 

  

18thus for instance, ugon concluding his prayers, the worshipper is 
commanded to give a shrill whistle, snap the fingers and recite a mgical 
formas Albbecht Dieterich, Eine Mithresiiturgie, third edition by Otto 
Welnreich(Leipzig, B.C. Teubner, 19 yg De Te 

19theyZend Avesta, translated by James Darmesteter, ITT, in The Sacred 
Books of the East, edited by F. Max Muellor (America edition; New York: The 
Sees Pe EEA naw De Seat 
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tained two min empaases. The firct of these was an empinsis on fatalion./ 

There was considered to be an inevitable Destiny controlling the events of 

this vorld. ‘Thiuy fate was 99 all-powerful, that even Ahura Maeda was sub- 

Ject to 1t. what mde this emphasis so naive was the fact that there was 
cw 
"@n equal emphasis on the efficacy of prayer “2 and of the initdatory rites. 

The second, and mre apparent emphasis was the one on emtionalicn. 

With the possible exception of Gzphism, none of the mystery religions were 

really interested in theology.@+ The emphasis was instead on the liturgi- 

cal, the Gramtic, the spectacular, rather than on the doctrinal! The en- 

tire worship scrvice of Mithraiem was designed not to instruct, but to im- 

press. There was absolutely no concern for any clarity, much less for any 

purity, of doctrine. Eut feth cammot exict in a vacuum, and it was there- 

fore incvitable thet the vagueness which once mde it possible for men of 

every persuasion to accept Mithraism would sooner or Jater cause them to 

reject 2%. 

Because of this lack of concern for purity of theological thought it 

Was only natural that Mithraism would become very syncretistic. Mithraisn 

had been willing to identify Helios with Mithra, Jupiter vith Amma Mazda, 

end had thereby von the hearts of the Greek worla.“? But in so accommdat- 

ing itself, it Zorfeited the distinctness and superiority that had once gi- 

ven it the power to domimte all the other mystery religions. (Stragge as % 

my seen, slong with this gyzcretizing tendency, Mithraiem tried to retain 
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& certain amount of exclusiveness. It always remined a sort of freerm- 

sonry."3 Candidates made oaths not to divulge any of the secrets of the 
cult.24/ wonen were dented admissions] While this secrecy at first contri- 

buted to the fascination of Mithraisn, time it also contributed to its 

downfall. While the Christians also had their secrets » 1% was still pos- 

sible for strangers to learn all they wanted about the central theology of 

Christianity. They did not have to be initiated to hear of the Gospel of 

Jesus Christ. Christianity thus presented to men a mich friendlier wel- 

come than Mithraiem did. 

intrinsic Superiority of Christianity Assured Its Victory 

The weaknesses of Mithraism which resulted in its downfall were ones 

that affected the basic nature of Mithreien) Sintlarly, the strength of 

Christianity shat assured her ultimte victory lay within her very nucture. 

The mysteries had been extremely syncretistice /A dominant characteristic 

of Christianity however, was its intolerance. Unlike the mystery religions, 

Christianity alone was from the beginning free of "dead and dying polythe- 

isu.""9} only Judeism had been as intolerant es Christianity, and even it 

would allow outsiders to be loosely associated without undergoing circun- 

cision. Whereas Mithraism cared little whether the faithful worshipped 

Ahura Mazda or Jupiter, or whether the devotees worshipped at the shrine 

of Isis or in the cave of Mithra,(Ghristianity said, “Meither is there sal- 
vation in any other, for there is none other name under heaven, given among 

  

®3rnis is also the opinion of Robertson, ope cite, De 3306 
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men, whereby we must be eevede"@5 Jesus had said, “Enter ye in at the 

Strait mite. . . strait is the gate, and marrow is the way that leadeth 

unto life, and few there be that find 1t."°T Gt. Paul had written, "There 

is one God and one Mediator between God and mn, the mn Christ Jesus." 

St. Paul allowed no syncretism among those who wanted to bear the mize 

"Christiane" He warned his fellow Christians, "You camot drink of the 

cup of the Iord and the cup of devils,"°9 and commnded them to “come out 

from among them, ana be ye separate."39 his extreme emphasis on loyalty 

to Christ alone did mech to envigorate the faith of the Christian Church. 

Because its new converte were required to surrender so mich, and to mke 

such a complete break with paganism, their faith involved a deeper convic- 

tion and a more ardent desire to spread the Gospel to e211 mene 

it was easy to spread this gospel, because Christianity was a truly 

universal religions The faithful Mithraist was sonsiderably limited in 

his proseletyzing efforts because the cult was meant for men only. The 

Christian Gospel. on the other hand, Imew “neither Jew nor Greek, mile nor 

femle, bond nor free."31 This Gospel wee offered to all, its mysteries 

vere open to all who would give evidence that they were not merely curio- 

sity seekers, but had through their instruction shown their cincere inten- 

tion to accept the new faith.) Its sacred writings were accessible to ali 

eee ee 

26ncts 4:12. 
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281 Timothy 2:5. 
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who: would read them. Its theology was intelligible to all. For the simle 

there was the Sermon on the Mount, the plain words of Jesus. For the in- 

tellectuals, there vere the unfathomable mysteries of the incarnation and 

the atonenent, and the inter-relationship of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 

in one Godhead. Christianity wag well equipped to embark on a universal   
conquest, it had a universal appeals 

Christianity approached the world with a rich and living body of doc- 

trine. While the mysteries had been theologically weak, Christianity vas 

theologically poverful. Central in ite theology was the doctrine that by 

His life, death, end resurrection, Christ had atoned for the sins of the 

entire world. If a mn placed hio trust in the value of this atonement fa 

him, he would be eternally saved. This trust, this faith, was one of Chris- 

tianity's unique emphases. It was this faith in God's plan of justifying 

the simer that mde Christianity superior to the mysteries. The mystery 

religions attempted to regenerate mn by giving the initiate the power to 

live a holy life. Christianity on the other hand, offered a forensic jus- 

tification to all those who would but accept 1t,°~ and only thereafter, gave 

the power to live a life that would give evidence of this unmerited justi- 

fication. But for the Christian, faith was not merely trust in God's aton- 

ing work. [the result of this feith also gave the Christian consolation in 

the midst of his daily cares. The Christian could say, “This is the vic- 

tory which overcometh the world, even our faith."33 Faith was mre than 

mere knowledge of, and consent to, a body of doctrine. It was a personal 

relationship of trust in a God who had revealed Himself in love, in the 
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person of His Son, Jesus Christ. 

The faith of the Christians was expressed in love-~to God and to their 

fellow men. This gemiine love was another factor which becam a distin- 

guishing feature of the Christian faith. It is no wonder that St. Paul 

said thet such Jove was the highest gift of the Spirit.>* ‘The psgans, in 

spite of their own attempts to achieve high mral standards, mst have been 

impressed by the love that the Christians ehowed for each other. This love 

was of course not directed only to those of the Christian commmnity, but to 

others as well, ana hospitality, the love of strangers, became one of the 

chief means by which the Church made its impact upon the world.39 ‘ 

In listing factors which aided the victory of Christianity, one cannot 

Overlook the significance of the Greek New Testament. For it was this took 

which presented to the world the doctrines which the Christian Church be- 

Heved. It called forth faith that meant salvation, and demanded love as 

evidence of thet faithe It came in an age when men were longing to find 

authority. It spoke furthermre in a language that could be understood by 

all, using not only the vocabulary of the tradesman and of the fishermn, 

but in some cases even of the phi losopher.3® 

But vhen all these factors are considered ani evaluated, there remins 

yet one more factor which mst be noted. It is this factor which stands a 

the very center of the entire Christian faith and therefore is the underly- 

ing cause for the victory of Christianity. This factor is the historical . 
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Person of Jesus Christ, aroumd Whom the entire Christian faith revolves. 

This historical center of Christianity was greater than His teachings. ‘The 

Greek gods were not gods in their own right, but were still subject to fate. 

Jesus Christ on the other hand was the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and 

the end.37 He was not a God who existed far away from this present world, 

showing no concern for ite Instead He was present when He created this 

world, Ea visited it to redeem it, and He will return to it and judge it. 

This emphasis oa the historicity of Christ always held a contral position 

in the proclamation of the Christian Gospel. ‘Throughout the 01d Testament 

God had been intimately associated with events of history, both with regard | 

to His own chosen people Israel, and with the world at Jarge. In the New 

Testament also, this constant involvement in history is clearly discernible. 

Jesus was born "in the days of Caesar Augustus” when "Cyrenius was governor 

Of Syria." He was "crucified . . » under Pontiue Pilate." Throughout the 

Gospels, the life cf Jesus is shown in its relationship to the lives of: 

other men, of beggars, fishermen, scribes, and kings. It is always associ- 

ated with definite places; Bethlehem, Jerusalem, Nazareth, Golgotha. It was 

az a historical Person that Christ entered the world, and it was therefore 

& historical religion which went out to canguer the world. 

Since it is this very historicity of Jesus which mde the Christian 

faith unique, and since this same historicity is so commnly attacked and 

doubted amng nominal Christians today, it my be interesting to consider 

&@ little mre closely the historical existence of Jesus. Of course, His 

life and death ere clearly recorded in the New Testament as being histori~- 
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cal, but there are those who question the authority of these writings. We 

therefore look briefly at some secular references to the life of Jesus, com- 

ing from the writers of His age. In doing so, it should be recognized tint 

this means going froma greater authority, the Bible, to a lesser authority, 

the words of men, but the secular references are none the less corroborating 

evidence, and therefore valid. Josephus, writing tovard the end of the first 

century, speaks of Jesus as "a wise mn if indeed it is lawful to call him 

& uane » « «” because He performed eo many miracles. He seys that Pilate, 

“condemed Him to the cross. « » ." but that on the third day He appeared 

again to His a@isciples.2° Tacitus also refers to the crucifixion of Jesus 

and names Him as founder of the Christian faith.39 Writing around 150 A.D. 

Iucian of Gamsata stated, “The Christians, you mow, worship a man to this 

Gay, the distinguished persomage who introduced their novel rites , end vas 

crucified on that account. » » +9 “although these secular references tell 

us nothing new about Jesus, they are nevertheless extremely interesting. 

They show that the mention of His name was not limited to those who followed 

Hil, or to those who wrote the books of the New Testament, They show fur- 

  

mae 36Plavius Josephus, “Antiquities of the Jews, XVIII, 63ff." in Kurt 
k, De Antiquissinis Veterum quae ad Iesuz Nazarenun Spsctant Testimoniis 
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thermre that those who question the historicity of Christ are not being 

true to the accounts of history iteelf?. It is of course admitted, that 

these secular references are very scanty. Speaking of them, Hyde says, 

“from these pagen notices we get little Imowledge of Jesus beyond the fact 

that He livea."'1 nis however, is mre than enough. For this is mre than 
can be determined of any of the gods or goddesses of the mystery religions 

It is this feature therefore, this undeniable historicity of Jesus Christ, 

that mde and still mkes, Christianity uniquely superior to all the reli- 

Glons of the world; past, present, end future. 

LL 

hinyae, Ope cite, De 120.



  

CHAPIER V 

CORCIUSION 

This overview of the relationship of Christianity to the mystery reli- 

Gions has attempted to give the pertinent points of evidence which show the 

inherent superiority of the Chrictian faith. Many distinctions between the 

two forms of religion were necessarily thine This was umvoidable because 

of the fact thet mdern man will probably never be able to fully understand 

the nature of the mystery religions. He my learn much of their outvard 

form, but will never fully comprehend their inner nature. The entire age 

Curing which this conflict between Christianity and the mysteries raged, 

Qis9 onc which mn will never entirely understand. This is true in spite 

of the fact that this age is in mny ways the mst significant in the his- 

tory of the world, for 1% presents to us One who entered world history in 

Q& tangible way. 

Thus it is that this study leaves mny questions unanswered. It was 

Suggested that some of the features cormon to Christianity and Mithraisn 

imy have been gemine similarities which arose independently. But how can 

We explain these sinllarities which had independent origins? Wow for in- 

stance, cen we explain what is probably the oldest form of religious expres- 

Sion, that of sacrifice? Biblical history records only timt the second 

generation of mn already practiced 1t,+ but gives no hint as to the reason 

for ite o&igin. While Mithreiom proper offered only a mile deity and was 

@ religion designed for mon, the other mystery religions all bad a unique 
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feature that would alco be worthy of further study. This is the role of a 

femie deity. Z% would be interesting to discover whether there is any evi- 

dence that the Roman Catholic emphasis on the em/ted role of the Virgin 

Mary can be traced to pagan devotion to a femle deity.” As one considers 
the historical origins of Christianity and the mystery religions, another 

Question presents itself. Why is it that all the ancient religions which 

became truly world religions, and which persist down to our oun day, had 

their origin in Asia? Wone of the religions which had their origin in the 

Western Hemisphere, such as the religions of the North American Tndfans, or 

Of the Aztecs, vere able to survive the coming of the white wan, whereas re- 

ligions of the Oxient, be they Christianity, Islan, or Buddhism, heave per- 

sisted down to the present daye The spread of Christianity itself presents 

yet another probleme Why is it that witil very recently, the Christian 

faith was to a large extent limited to those people who were at one Sime 

affiliated with the Romn Expire, while the vast hordes of Asia ané Africa 

Were left, comparatively uninfluenced? Even the missionary attempts of re< 

cent years to bring Christianity to these areas, has, in spite of the use 

Of every modern means, failed to measure up to the phenomenal spread of 

Christianity during the first four eenturies of its existences All the 

above problems would be worthy of further study. 

The mystery veligions entered a world and an era which was crying for 

salvation and imprtality. Into this world the mysteries brought what they 

considered to be an evangel, it offered hope in this world end eternal life 

in the next. These uystery religions, and particulerly Mithraism, repre~ 
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Sented the highest form of development of the mystic tendencies that had 

6xisted in the hearts of mm for centuries. Their conquest of the Romn 

World was vapid, and more thorough than that of any other religion before 

that times Dut another evangel inconspicuously arose to enter the race. 

Tt centered. around a “gibbeted sophist."3 Whereas the mysteries had pre- 

sented hero~deities, this one presented a "pale Calilaean™ who was inmo- 

cently crucified. Although this new Gospel was preached by uneducated 

fisherman and Jearncd scholars, it mintained its unique center in the 

Yedeeming work of Jesus Christ. It proved, as 1% vas intended to, to be 

the pover of God unto salvation. Although it entered the Graeco-Romn 

arena Inter than its competitors, it soon surpassed theme It was battling 

for the hearte of mon, and it alone, among ali the religions in the fray, 

had the power to convert the inner mn, it alone could give gemine assur- 

ance of forgiveness, and it alone could with certainty offer the believer 

eternal life. 

And yet, Christianity owes a certain debt to the mystery religions, 

Btrange debt that it was. Yor the mystery religions played a very definite 

vole in praparing the western world for the ommrd mvement of Christianity. 

The mysteries had represented the highest and ultimte attempts of mn to 

forge his om veligious systems But in so doing, they had also shown the 

futLlity of these attemptse They demonstrated the inescapable need for mn 

to depend on a religion divinely given, one conceived in the mind of God, 
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and given to men in the form which He deemed best~-in God's om incarmtion, 

death, end resurrection. Although the central point of this religion, the 

cross of Calvary, becam= an offence to Israel and foolishness to the Hol- 

Jenic world, this cross becam the emblem of the divine victory that God 

won for umn. Thus it is this same exblen, the cross, which nearly twenty 

centurics Jater has remdined the lone syzbol of hope for a lost world.  



  

  

  

A Mithvraie Reliefr# 

This figure of Mithra tauroctonos, mde of white marble was found at 

Rome, and probably dates from the second century AeD« The figure clearly 

shovs the mst important aspects of Mithra’s great act. While Mithra holde 

the bull and plunges his knife into it, the serpent attempts to suck the 

bull's bicod, while the scorpion attacka fits vital organs. Mithra's faith- 

ful dog, who helped to track down and capture the bull, ie also present. 

EEC AY STENT OE 

"Johannes Leipoldt, Die Re m des Mithra, in Bilderatlas sur Reli- 
schichte soot eee ae oe ns thas (leipzig: Ae e Vor- 

isgobuchhandian, ¢+1930), XV, Plate 15. 
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